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TERMS & ACRONYMS
Agtech

agricultural technology

AWP

acceleration work plan

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

COP

Chief of Party

COR

USAID Contracting Officer’s Representative

Desal
DST

South Africa Department of Science and Technology

IIAC

Innovation Investment Advisory Committee

Local
LL

For innovator: located in country impacted by innovation
For vendor: located in Africa or Asia
lessons learned

LOE

level of effort

M&E

monitoring and evaluation

MOU

memorandum of understanding

NGO

non-governmental organization

Nonlocal
PAS
Rd.

For innovator: not located in country impacted by innovation
For vendor: not located in Africa or Asia
pre-award survey, an evaluation of a prospective contractor’s capability to fulfill a
proposed contract
Round 1, Round 2, etc.

SAM

System for Award Management, the official U.S. government system that
consolidates the capabilities of CCR/FedReg, ORCA, and EPLS

Sida

Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency

SME

small- to medium-sized enterprise

SNV

Synovus Financial Corp., an international not-for-profit
development organization in the Netherlands

SO
SOW

4

Desalination (as in the Desal Prize)

strategic objective
scope of work

SWFF

Securing Water for Food

USAID

United States Agency for International Development
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Since its inception more than three years ago, Securing Water for Food (SWFF): A Grand Challenge for
Development (GCD) has made significant progress toward its overall goal of producing more food with
less water and making more water available for the food value chain. The program, with the recent
addition of the Round 4 (Rd. 4) cohort, now has funded 40 innovations. Nine of the 16 Rd. 1 innovations
have graduated from the program after having successfully met 3 years of targets. As the program
has matured, it has placed increased emphasis on addressing the poverty and gender implications of
innovations.
To date, the SWFF program has met and, in most cases, exceeded the expected outcomes envisioned
when the program was created. In 2014, the program expected all innovators would, in aggregate,
reach 3 million customers/end users by 2018 (the original end date of the program). As seen on the
opposite page, SWFF innovators have reached a combined 2.3 million smallholder farmers, their
families, and other customers well ahead of the expected target for this date in the program. For every
$1,000 spent by the SWFF program, SWFF innovators have impacted 160 customers/end users,
produced 140 tons of produce, saved 1 million liters of water, improved water management on 44
hectares of land, and generated $110 of sales.
In addition, since the program began, SWFF innovators have helped produce nearly 1 million tons of
food on more than 550,000 hectares of rangeland and cropland under improved practices, due in
part to SWFF innovations. Both of these numbers are well ahead of the program’s expected 2017
targets, when taking into account Ignitia, a Tier 2 awardee that hasn’t yet reported Year 2 results. It is
also important to note that, based on field trials and customer surveys, more than 10 innovators have
doubled farmers’ yields as compared to yields before the SWFF innovation’s use. SWFF innovations
also helped save or reallocate approximately 10 billion liters of water in the food value chain, which is
more than double the 4 billion liters expected in the 2017 program target.
SWFF innovators have leveraged SWFF funding to generate almost $20 million in additional funding
through more than 150 partnerships. However, SWFF innovators barely missed the 2017 sales target
($3.4 million actual out of a $3.5 million sales target). This is due to many factors, but a key lesson
learned is that NGOs need to begin building business skills as soon as possible and capacitating staff
to think like business professionals in Year 1. For nonprofits, SWFF activity precipitates a cultural shift,
and the entire organization needs to get educated on core business practices and principles, which
takes some time.
Fundamentally, NGOs and early-stage SMEs need to put the foundational aspects of the sustainable
financial model and a sales and marketing strategy in place before focusing on a sales target. Doing so
creates much more accurate and achievable targets.

6
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PROGRAM TARGETS AND ACTUAL IMPACT
IMPACT
VERSUS PROGRAM TARGETS
Target

Actual

End Users (farmers)
2m
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1m
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4m
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3m
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7B
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4B
3B

2.5m
2m
1.5m
1m

2B

.5m
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INNOVATOR PIPELINE
Enduser growth over time

INNOVATOR PIPELINE*

Customer base growth over time
STAGE

STAGE

STAGE

STAGE

STAGE

1

2

3

4

5
Ignitia
Reel Gardening
Aybar Engineering
ICU-Peru
SI Technologies International
FutureWater

ACTIVE

Practical Action Bangladesh
Meat Naturally
MyRain
World Hope International
aQysta Holding
Green Heat Uganda
ICBA
MetaMeta (Salt-Tolerant Potatoes)
Adaptive Symbiotic Technologies
Water Governance Institute

CSDES
Islamic Relief Kenya

SWAR
MetaMeta WaterPads

ALUMNI

ICU-Tunisia
ICU-Jordan
Deutsche Welthungerhilfe
Wageningen University

Puralytics
Arcadis
Driptech

GRADUATED

TAHMO
MIT–Jain
University of Texas at El Paso

An area of progress for SWFF is helping innovators integrate gender-equitable concepts. Early in the SWFF
program, innovators were unsatisfied with the program’s focus on high-level gender concepts instead of
a focus on concrete, actionable next steps. Through innovator support calls, site visits, the Gender Report,
the SWFF Missing Markets report, and subsequent technical assistance, the SWFF program now receives
positive remarks from innovators on gender, with a satisfaction score of 4.44 out of 5.
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This has led to many innovators becoming gender champions, implementing strategies that promote
the participation of women smallholder farmers and actively looking for ways to implement genderinclusive activities in their programming, including these outcomes:
•

More than a quarter of the SWFF innovators have a client base that is a majority female.

•

Women who work with many SWFF innovators conduct most of the on-farm management and
make many of the daily on-farm decisions. Decision-making leading to income/profits resulting from
use of the SWFF innovation is increasingly being made cooperatively between the male and female
heads of household, but decisions still are more often made by men.

•

SWFF innovators are beginning to examine the specific challenges women face and are
incorporating that information into both the design and marketing of their innovations.

•

In many cases, women benefit from using SWFF innovations more than men because of the time
savings realized in cooking, collecting water, and performing other on-farm labor.

The SWFF program, through the SWFF Technical Assistance Facility (TA Facility), using more than three
years of collected data (impact, technical assistance, poverty, gender, etc.), has begun to analyze the impact
of the program as a whole and the impact of individual innovations. Though in a nascent stage, these
analyses and lessons learned will help SWFF program staff make more cost-effective, efficient choices and
will increase the likelihood some innovations will reach sustainable scale by the end of the program. So far:
			
•

Approximately 80 percent of SWFF innovations experienced increased usage/uptake.

•

Approximately 77 percent of SWFF innovators, with support from the SWFF TA Facility, have
increased technical capacity.

•

Approximately 72 percent of acceleration support given to innovators was a long-term success.

•

92 percent of SWFF innovators rate the TA Facility as responsive or very responsive.

•

92 percent of SWFF innovators rate the TA Facility’s understanding of their needs as good or very
good.

•

84 percent of SWFF innovators rate the TA Facility support as helpful or very helpful toward their
meeting overall goals.

Over the last three years, innovators have learned many key lessons in the process of implementing
and scaling their innovations. For nonprofit enterprises, a key insight was the need to shift from a
traditional method of development (based on handouts and charity-based interventions) to more of an
entrepreneurship model of development with contributions from farmers/end users. The result: Attitudes
of farmers/end users have greatly shifted toward ownership rather than charity. In addition, this lesson
learned has led to a shift in the type of customer targeted by innovations and the poverty focus of the
SWFF program.
Initially, the program and innovators were focused on the poor. However, as the SWFF Founding Partners
reviewed a greater number of innovators’ reports and listened to their stories at SWFF events, it became
clear that each innovation’s long-term viability depends on a paying customer base or a local or national
government that is willing to pay for the innovation. SWFF has also learned that though innovation is a
complex and iterative process, there are some fundamental questions that every innovator needs to know
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answers in order to reach customers at scale (i.e. what do my customers need; how does my innovation
meet their needs; how much does it cost me to meet that need; how much are the customers willing to
pay for that need; what benefits do customers accrue from my innovation; how do I convince others to
buy my innovation). Interestingly, the SWFF program has asked innovators these questions beginning in
their concept note application, but it often takes some organizations years to get validated answers to
those questions.
In most cases, that meant innovators needed to shift from a focus only on the extreme poor to an
expanded focus on low- to middle-income smallholder farmers and commercial farmers who could
provide the customer base for each innovation’s long-term growth. The current income breakdown of
SWFF customers/end users is as follows:
•

26 percent extreme poor

•

38 percent low income poor

•

25 percent middle income

•

11 percent upper income

In addition, many innovators have found it difficult to increase sales when working with national
governments, as compared to working with NGOs and other organizations. When working with
national governments, innovators often faced the challenges of limited communication, delays in
implementation, and difficulty in making and executing plans.These same government limitations can
also be seen within the SWFF program, with innovators sometimes hampered by delays in receiving
funding and approvals due to inefficiencies in large government systems. At the same time, innovators
found that partnership agreements with local governments ease operations within the governments’
jurisdictions. Innovators have also found that their customers often offer very different perspectives on
the innovation than that of the innovator, identifying benefits that the innovators had not examined. In
addition, innovator’s customer surveys have identified challenges that limit the innovation’s use, and
have changed their business operations and the innovations themselves to address those challenges.
As many innovators approach the end of their SWFF award periods, working capital has become
a bottleneck for growth. For example, innovators have had to produce their technologies in batches
because they lack the capital needed to maintain inventory. While some innovators have exited the
program with more than enough capital for their growth over the next 2-3 years, others are looking for
additional investment from investors, foundations, and donor governments.
One of SWFF’s major foci over the last few years of the program will be to build upon its early efforts to
identify external sources of capital and, in some instances, connect innovators to those funding sources
where there is a mutual alignment. Toward this end, in future years, SWFF may be combining efforts
with the Powering Agriculture Grand Challenge for Development to connect social impact investors to
later stage innovations at the nexus of water, energy, and agriculture. 		

10
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ABOUT SECURING WATER FOR FOOD
Securing Water for Food works to alleviate poverty by improving water sustainability and boosting
food security. By identifying and accelerating science and technology innovations and market-driven
approaches, SWFF innovations help agricultural producers grow more food and raise their incomes.
Since its 2013 launch, Securing Water for Food has issued four calls for innovation and awarded more
than $20 million to 40 innovators around the world. SWFF’s goals include: 1) enhancing access to
innovations that help farmers grow more food with less water, 2) improving water storage practices,
and 3) increasing the use of saline water and soils to grow and process food. As a part of the
competitive program, SWFF prescreened water-for-food innovations and selected only organizations
with the highest potential to receive grant funds and manage ongoing acceleration assistance
supporting the innovators’ business development. 		
The Securing Water for Food ecosystem includes four founding partners: the United States Agency
for International Development (USAID), Sweden through the Swedish International Development
Cooperation Agency (Sida), the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of the Netherlands (MFANL), and South Africa’s Department of Science and Technology (DST). 		
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The ecosystem also includes the SWFF TA Facility, supported by a $10.76 million contract awarded to
The Kaizen Company, with a staff that includes Dr. Donna Vincent Roa, Chief of Party; Kevan Hayes,
Acceleration Facilitator; Rami Khyami, Grants & Contracts Specialist; Steve Simon, M&E Specialist;
Cassy Rodriguez, Junior Program Coordinator; Julia Hedlund, The Kaizen Company Home Office
SWFF Project Manager; and Nikki deBaroncelli, Home Office Program Management Coordinator. In
addition, the TA Facility’s Voucher System of Support Vendors (Voucher System) comprises 38 firms
and individuals providing acceleration support to SWFF innovators in 21 distinct service categories.
			

SWFF INNOVATOR LOCATIONS (32 COUNTRIES)

Turkey

Pakistan
Jordan
Egypt

Tunisia
Mali
Mexico

Senegal
Guinea
Sierra Leone
Liberia
Côte d’Ivoire Ghana

Honduras

Peru

Niger
Nigeria
Uganda
Malawi

Tajikistan
Nepal
Bangladesh
Vietnam

India
Ethiopia
Kenya
Rwanda

Cambodia

Mozambique

South Africa

Lesotho

Through semi-annual reporting, the SWFF TA Facility documents each year’s project achievements,
major activities, challenges and solutions, and innovators’ success stories. This report, covering
November 2016 through October 2017, includes analysis of innovator and program data amassed
since the beginning of the project. As part of its process, to learn and grow, SWFF periodically
performs a program-level analysis of poverty, gender, and environmental sustainability.
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POVERTYPOVERTY LEVELS OF SWFF END USERS
ACROSS ALL INNOVATORS

POVERTY LEVELS OF SWFF END USERS ACROSS ALL INNOVATORS
Upper Income
Extreme Poor

11%

26%

Middle Income

25%
Low-Income Poor

38%

Smallholder farmers1 represent 80 percent of the population at or below the poverty line in developing
countries.2 By improving smallholder farmer crop quality and yields, SWFF innovations have helped
many farmers improve their incomes and become more resilient to economic stressors. The Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO, 2015) describes the challenges smallholder farmers face and the
impact improvements can have, not only on the farmers and their families, but on their communities:
Smallholders operate their farms as entrepreneurs operate their firms, or at least they try.
They raise capital from multiple sources and invest in productive assets; for many of them
even a spade or a bicycle are important assets. They make decisions and take both risks and
profits. And agriculture involves many decisions: what to plant, which inputs to use and how,
when to plow, to seed, to harvest; how much to keep for consumption in the household and
how much to sell to raise cash, or how much to store. Smallholders often make these decisions
in an economic environment in which markets do not function well, if at all, and which is also
subject to many risks, such as adverse weather and price surges. And this has significant
implications for their choices and their livelihoods. It also affects their choices on investing on
themselves and their children – on how to attain social and human capital objectives, such
as education and health....Productivity increases in small farms contribute toward growth not

14

1

Varies by country, but on average, a farmer with less than two hectares of land. FAO.. The Economic Lives of Smallholder
Farmers (2015).

2

As defined by OECD, the poverty rate is the ratio of the number of people who fall below the poverty line and the total
population; the poverty line is here taken as half the median household income. However, two countries with the same poverty
rates may differ in terms of the income level of the poor.
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only by reducing the price of staple food, but also by increasing the demand for labour in rural
areas, generating jobs for the poor and raising the unskilled labour wage rate.1
However, measuring poverty for specific innovations and across an innovation portfolio is extremely
challenging for innovation programs. SWFF is no exception and has used innovator-provided
information, household survey data, monitoring and evaluation site visits, measurements from the
Progress Out of Poverty Index (PPI), and extrapolations from country-level data to determine the
proportion of SWFF innovators’ customers and end users who are at or below the poverty line.
Finding ways to alleviate poverty is extremely challenging for SWFF innovators, because they are
trying to create financially sustainable enterprises while meeting the needs of people who are often
neglected or ignored by water/agricultural technology providers. SWFF innovators often are focused
on those at or above the poverty line who could fall back into poverty easily with an economic shock
or prolonged economic stressors. SWFF’s focus on helping create resilience to poverty by providing
access to SWFF-supported technologies and business models is a key driver at both the program
and innovator levels. This focus in itself, in some instances, helps alleviate poverty.
SWFF innovators, and therefore the overall program, rarely focus on the lowest-income subsistence
farmers, who are considered by SWFF to be the extreme poor. Only 26 percent of the 2.3 million
SWFF customers/end users fall into this category. These extremely poor farmers rarely earn any
income from farming and have difficulty affording most SWFF innovations. Many of the NGOs in the
SWFF portfolio initially focused on this group.
For example, Practical Action Bangladesh helped extremely poor farmers diversify their incomes
(increasing it, on average, by $305 per household per year) and improve their food security with
pumpkins that can be stored for as long as a year. In addition, Meat Naturally has helped 556 rural
households generate over $350,000 in sales. From its first year, average income per farmer, with
sales generated by auction, has increased from $555 to $1,250. This reflects market conditions and
livestock improvements realized as a result of Meat Naturally’s approach.
Many SWFF innovators focus on semi-commercial farmers who typically grow a staple crop in one
season and vegetables in the other season. In addition, many of these farmers own their land and
have multiple income streams, including animal husbandry. These farmers have a very limited income
to spend on anything outside of their agricultural inputs. They are often at or below the poverty line
and represent 38 percent of SWFF customers/end users.
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One such example is Ethiopian farmers who are using the $16 Aybar Engineering Broad Bed and
Furrow Maker (BBM). Use of this innovation increased wheat yields by 4.5 tons per hectare, and
on average, farmers made a profit of $3,600 in one season, with a 22,500 percent return on their
investment. Green Heat Uganda’s $800 Slurry Separation Technology (SST) increases crop yields
by around 60 percent, and has increased farmers’ incomes by almost $1,000 per season. Though
farmers often cannot afford the SST upfront, they pay for it in installments and see a return on their
investment within 1.5 years.
SWFF innovators also focus on middle- and upper-income farmers. Approximately 36 percent of
the 2.3 million SWFF customers/end users fall into the middle- and upper-income range. SWFF
innovators have found that serving this customer segment can increase long-term financial viability
and ability to subsidize costs to the poor, as well as overall sustainability.

16
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GENDER EMPOWERMENT
AND INTEGRATION
Women represent 1.02 million of the approximate 2 million customers/end users who are consumers
of SWFF-supported innovations. Often, women in agriculture earn less than men, lack access
to improved technologies, and are marginalized in a variety of other ways. Although a few SWFF
innovators have struggled to understand gender barriers, opportunities, and impact, many innovators
have become gender champions, implementing strategies that promote the participation of women
smallholder farmers and actively looking for ways to include gender-inclusive activities in their
programming.
Securing Water for Food supports the idea that integrating gender considerations into SWFF
innovators’ operations, marketing, and technology is not just good for business — it empowers both
men and women. As such, in May 2017, the program published The Untapped Market for Agricultural
Innovations in Emerging Economies: A Practical Workbook to Help Innovators Reach Women
Smallholder Farmers. The workbook is a practical tool for innovators working in the agricultural sector,
helping them:
•

Reach and effectively serve the untapped or missing market of women smallholder farmers in
emerging economies

•

Target business growth with a focus on women smallholder farmers

•

Highlight resources and tools for designing and marketing products, services, and technologies to
reach this market

•

Assess barriers and opportunities to reach the missing market of women smallholder farmers

•

Create a framework for expanding to other countries and markets

•

Examine the entire business cycle, from product design and market entry to planning for customer
retention and company growth

The hypothesis that gender considerations are important both for business and for the men and
women they affect received substantial interest and response at the 2017 Global Entrepreneurship
Congress in Johannesburg, South Africa, which representatives from a large number of diverse
agricultural enterprises attended.
During the GEC event, a select group of SWFF innovators received direct gender advice and support
from Sattva, a SWFF TA Facility Voucher System Support Vendor, and from Åsa Torkelsson, Regional
Economic Empowerment Advisor for UN Women.
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This “gender team” provided specialized, targeted conversations with SWFF innovators in a number
of areas, including, but not limited to: gender empowerment and integration into business models,
gender considerations for emerging-market business operations, application of gender principles
in external communication, and outreach to customers and stakeholders. During these advisory
conversations, the team identified the following common challenges:
•

Getting more feedback from women at the product design phase

•

Building trust with women when entering a new community

•

Including men as enablers

•

Creating an organizational structure more inclusive of women at every level

To date, all of the innovators who received support at GEC or in follow-up calls have begun to
implement recommendations provided by the gender team.
Overall, 77 percent of current SWFF innovators have successfully taken gender into account in their
programming or plan to implement gender strategies based on SWFF recommendations. Many
innovators reported positive outcomes of gender-related efforts, such as the hiring of women field
agents and the creation of partnerships to help increase adoption of products and services by
women. Eight innovators reported increased gender activities in programming, including piloting a
women-led seed treater/distribution model and improving an innovation design to make it easier for
women to use. During site visits, SWFF gained further insights into gender and found that at least six
innovators had underreported their gender impact.
Some SWFF innovators directly pursue women customers as a central part of their business
model, addressing barriers specific to each country’s context. Practical Action Bangladesh targets
women as the primary drivers of agricultural programming. Its approach empowers an entire
household to participate in pumpkin cropping and sales. World Hope International provides training,
troubleshooting, and decision-support tools with its greenhouses, partnering with community groups
and local NGOs to ensure women are empowered as part of its customer base.
Hydroponics Africa, which has sold 36 hydroponics units to increase vegetable cultivation, markets
its products through women’s groups and the Ministry of Agriculture. It is working to mitigate lack
of financing available to women by providing a small down payment to buyers and identifying
microfinance services to carry the approach forward after SWFF funding concludes.
Lal Teer Seed Limited is marketing its salt-tolerant seeds through inclusive farmer meetings, with
more than 40 percent of attendees being women. The innovator and its local partner are promoting
entrepreneurship, encouraging women to become leaders in communities and involving women
throughout the value chain as managers, leaders of demonstrations, and seed sellers.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
Since 2014, SWFF has sourced innovations that decrease agricultural water consumption, reallocate
water to the food value chain, increase water storage capacity, and address the problems of
saltwater intrusion and soil salinity. This broad focus has been maintained across four open calls for
innovation. In addition, SWFF innovators are tapping a variety of sources for water reallocation and
helping farmers create a more stable livelihood by cultivating drought-resistant and salt-tolerant
crops in previously infertile areas and reallocating water to the food value chain from a variety of
sources. Farmers throughout the program experienced yield increases ranging from eight percent
to 97 percent, saved almost 10 billion liters of water, reallocated over 136 million liters of water, and
increased water storage capacity by 106,000 liters.
ICU-Peru seeks to empower smallholder farmers by providing them with access to climate and
weather pattern information via an innovative irrigation scheduling system. The innovator installed
weather stations for and is providing irrigation scheduling services to more than 5,000 farmers
(20,236 overall users) across five producer organizations and one agricultural cooperative.
Climate stations installed by ICU-Peru measure environmental characteristics, including air
temperature and soil composition, then deliver recommendations to farmers on the best timing and
water quantity for irrigation. The system provides water consumption optimization, so water can be
conserved for times when water access is scarce. By providing three different technology packages to
meet the varying needs and capacities of the farmers, the organization saved over eight billion liters
of water covering 13,997 hectares of land and helped farmers produce 125,000 tons of produce.
Despite being hit by the heavy rains and floods of the “Niño Costero” in March 2017, which affected
many of ICU-Peru’s efforts and customers, as well as their crops and equipment, ICU-Peru met most
project milestones in project Year 2.
During the September 2017 SWFF site visit, SWFF verified that ICU-Peru is indeed reaching
the farmers it claimed to reach in Year 1 and Year 2 reports. Many of these farmers are growing
asparagus, avocados, berries, maize, or onions for export to Europe and the United States. In more
than a few instances, the farmers’ unions are growing organic produce for export. There is a clear
demand from farmers to access or migrate to drip irrigation. However, market prices for any type
of technology related to efficient use of water are excessive for small farmers in Peru, compared to
prices of the same technology in other countries.
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Adaptive Symbiotic Technologies’ (AST’s) BioEnsure® product is a fungal seed and plant treatment.
When sprayed onto seeds, it helps plants adapt to water-related stress. For three consecutive years,
AST met all its SWFF milestones, including sales in India, regulatory approval in Argentina, a supply
agreement with Indigo Ag, continued testing success with a minimum 15-percent yield increase in
India, and increased reach to 385 small rural farmers. In addition, AST brought in $5.8 million in
investment and an additional $200,000 in grant funding over and above the funds available through
SWFF. The company is expanding international reach and field testing in multiple countries, as well as
testing new product lines with a consortium of microbial products, all with a goal of enhancing plant
health and ultimately increasing yields.
This year, AST made vast improvements to its low-cost seed treating system to benefit small-plot
farmers and expanded its female empowerment program in India. The innovator began training
local women to become seed treaters, and is planning to implement a franchise model next season.
Adaptive Symbiotic Technologies and other SWFF innovators helped 385 farmers in droughtprone areas of India survive and even thrive in conditions of crop stress. Inoculating seeds with the
company’s BioEnsure® fungal treatment resulted in 22 percent to 82 percent crop yield increases,
with stable or decreased water demand.
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INNOVATOR UPDATES

Bhungroo
Bhungroo guarantees food security and income growth to smallholder farmers on the IndiaPakistan border who are vulnerable to extreme weather and a lack of irrigation facilities.
Bhungroo manufactures handmade pipes 10 to 15 centimeters in diameter that allow farmers
to filter, inject, and store rainwater underground for use in dry seasons. Bhungroo is not yet six
months into the award, so no additional information is available at this time.

FutureWater
FutureWater has provided drone-facilitated farmer advisory services to more than 3,534
farmers and, by extension, to 17,670 users in Mozambique on more than 1,702 hectares of
land. With six active drone operators in the field, FutureWater can conduct monthly flyovers
of each farm and provide farmers with in-person advisory sessions. During the SWFF site
visit, it was noted that 8,835 of the farmers are women who receive the data and are actively
engaged in using the knowledge shared through FutureWater’s services.
Farmers using FutureWater advisory services are better able to allocate water resources,
and they use about nine percent less water than comparison groups. In at least one location,
a longstanding effort to persuade farmers to dig tertiary irrigation channels to better irrigate
their crops finally succeeded. The farmers were able to see the differences in water stress from
drone imagery of their fields. One formal farm cooperative (also known as a regadio) has begun
paying for the service on behalf of its farmers, although it is not yet clear if farmer incomes are
sufficient to pay for the service individually.
In Year 2 with the SWFF program, FutureWater implemented an advanced Flying Sensor
system. This system proved to be more effective, thanks to higher flight range and speed
and more user-friendly software. Farmers’ ability to view crop stress maps digitally, including
zooming in on the maps to see more detail, has greatly improved the maps’ usefulness.
Bundling of services has proven key to the success of FutureWater in two ways: by increasing
the number of services customers are likely to purchase and by increasing sales with the
offering of third-party services.

Hydroponics Africa
In Kenya, Hydroponics Africa leverages the use of local materials to grow healthy plants and
helps farmers produce maximum yields in small areas without the use of soil, while using 80
percent less water. To date, Hydroponics Africa has installed 36 vertical hydroponics units
for 36 families, saving more than 450,000 liters of water and earning $12,000 in sales. The
company has 30 more farmers in its pipeline who will install units in the next few months.

IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute
The IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute SPONGE system is an innovative irrigation
technology — a technobiological system — that greatly improves water use and supply in
Bhutan, Bangladesh, India, and Nepal. Using water from fog and dew, SPONGE increases
water reliability in a region with abundant, but highly intermittent, water availability. The
SPONGE project is not yet six months into the award, so no additional information is available
at this time.
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International Center for Biosaline Agriculture (ICBA)
ICBA is working to establish salt-tolerant seed production and exchange chains in Egypt,
where freshwater is scarce. Specifically, the innovator is looking at key crops such as barley,
triticale, fodder beet, pearl millet, sorghum, safflower, and quinoa. ICBA completed the
installation of a $110,000 facility in Egypt’s New Valley region that will allow it to centralize
refinement and prepare seed for climate-resilient crop varietals. ICBA currently provides seed
to about 70 farmers and reaches 110 farmers through outreach and educational activities.
The target is to reach about 275 to 300 farmers with additional seed output from the facility.
Yield results are pending.

Lal Teer Seed Limited
The Lal Teer Seed Limited innovation combines locally developed saline-tolerant vegetable
seeds with easily adoptable methods for cultivating crops in high-saline areas of Southern
Bangladesh. The innovator provides micro-finance sources, information and communications
technology (ICT) support, and extension advisory services. Lal Teer Seed Limited is not yet six
months into the award, so no additional information is available at this time.

MetaMeta (Salt-Tolerant Potatoes)
MetaMeta introduced salt-tolerant potatoes on 13 hectares of salt-affected land in Pakistan,
involving 311 farmers in production and impacting 2,162 users overall. While saving more than
75 million liters of water, MetaMeta clients have produced 147 tons of potatoes that were either
consumed by farmers or saved as seed for the next growing cycle. Some of the seed potatoes
have achieved yields as much as 65 percent higher than conventional varieties grown in nonsaline soils. MetaMeta faced a significant challenge this year: seed potato prices plummeted
in Pakistan. To face this challenge, MetaMeta and its partners are developing agreements with
potato processing industries and looking into local seed multiplication options.

SI Technologies International
SI Technologies found a way to stabilize silicic acid to strengthen crop resilience against
droughts and extreme weather. With its product NewSil, food crops can absorb silicon,
resulting in a 30 to 50 percent reduction in water consumption. SI Technologies sold more
than 24,000 liters of its crop treatment in India, increasing the resilience of plants to water
stress and pests on more than 5,400 hectares of land. In an analysis of 10 crops, yield
increases compared to a control crop were observed ranging from 8 percent to 41 percent.
In an impact evaluation conducted by University of California, Berkeley graduate student, Shivi
Anand, an average yield increase of 60 percent was reported by the farmers surveyed. NewSil
saved entire crops for some farmers.
In South Africa, SI Technologies was very close to signing a distribution and production
agreement with a large potential customer, until a shareholder of the company decided to
cancel the negotiations. The shareholder, who had not been involved in the negotiations
and discussions, wanted the company to focus on its core business, a nursery, instead of
expanding into production and distribution of NewSil.
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SkyFox
In Ghana, Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone, SkyFox produces top-of-hill aquaculture ponds
capable of producing two tons of catfish twice a year, as well as producing nutrient-rich
water for irrigating as many as 25 acres of land at the base of a hill. SkyFox leases ponds and
irrigation land and provides extension services to resource-poor farmers. SkyFox is not yet six
months into the award, so no additional information is available at this time.

University of Malawi
The University of Malawi’s innovation is a flask-wall mushroom-growing house that reduces
moisture escaping and enhances recycling of water through condensation. The technology
produces a micro-hydrological cycle, where the initial water supplied to the house recirculates
as water vapor. This prevents excess loss of moisture into the external environment. The
design greatly reduces labor requirements and watering frequency, allowing growers, who are
mostly women, to attend to other activities. The mushroom-growing house project is not yet
six months into the award, so no additional information is available at this time.

World Hope International
Greenhouses Revolutionizing Output (GRO) allows farmers to produce vegetables using less
water through innovative, affordable greenhouses. World Hope International sold 105 GRO
greenhouses to a diverse group of customers, including non-governmental organizations,
primary and secondary schools, smallholder farmer groups, and medium-sized commercial
farmers. These farmers are responsible for production of more than 1,390 metric tons of
vegetables through sales of seedlings, as well as growing and selling their own vegetables.
As a group, the farmers saved an estimated 8.7 million liters of water.
GRO’s business was hampered by import difficulties. It took months and thousands of dollars
to get glazing out of ports in Sierra Leone and Mozambique. This delayed the innovator’s
ability to sell greenhouses and repair those damaged by bad weather. Some vegetables were
consumed and some were sold. While the GRO business has not yet achieved profitability,
World Hope International itself is coming close to making a profit.
The local staff in Sierra Leone and Mozambique have advanced considerably in their ability
to construct greenhouses and offer follow-up support. A Mozambique sales training session
(through the SWFF TA Facility Voucher System) increased staff’s capacity to generate leads
and develop them. World Hope International is confident the GRO business will advance after
SWFF grant funding ends. Advertising greenhouses on radio has proven to be a good way to
attract new customers.
The organization learned to be more strategic in investment of time and financing. Pushing
groups to purchase and use greenhouses in Year 1 failed, and 10 greenhouses were
repossessed. Now, World Hope International focuses on real customers — those who either
are successful already or who partner with an institution — and it is paying dividends. Costrecovery customers pay 20 percent down, use the greenhouses efficiently, and make timely
payments. The pipeline has real customers, and that will be the focus going forward.
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING
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SWFF SUPPORTS TWO
M&E PORTFOLIOS AND
A VERIFICATION PROGRAM
SWFF monitoring and evaluation (M&E) support is grouped into two portfolios. The first portfolio
builds performance-monitoring capacity of SWFF innovators and helps SWFF Team Lead, Dr. Ku
McMahan, evaluate data quality and progress reported by SWFF innovators. The second portfolio
monitors performance of the TA Facility itself, resulting in the SWFF TA Facility Performance
Monitoring Summary.
The SWFF M&E Specialist completes data quality checks on supporting documentation, and
program-wide reviews of past data. In addition, SWFF performs monitoring and evaluation
site visits to help innovators better understand end-user needs, and serves as an independent
validation of reported data.

INNOVATOR MILESTONE PROGRESS
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OVERALL STATUS

ON TARGET
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TARGETS PARTIALLY MET

TECHNICAL INDICATORS
Number of customers/
end users
Agricultural water
savings*/reallocation
Hectares in production as a
result of this product
Increased crop yields
Mass of produce grown

RESULTS TO DATE
2,288,718 people

FINANCE
Matching funds &
external leverage
Total product sales
Proﬁt margin
Number of partnerships
leveraged

RESULTS TO DATE
$19,038,373

NOT ON TARGET

9,817,839,349 liters
564,192 ha
0% – 98%
936,412 tons

$3,419,284
-14% – 10%
160

STATUS UNKNOWN
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Overall, we’ve made significant progress in building capacity of SWFF innovators to report results
to the SWFF program. As of September 31, 2017, 10 innovators have completed their third year of
implementation, six innovators are completing their second year, and 10 are beginning to report
results halfway through their first year in the program.
As seen on the previous page, two innovators have data outstanding, making a final overall target
determination for them not possible at the time of the writing of this report. Innovators are considered
to be “on target” if their cumulative results to date meet or exceed their cumulative targets to date.
SWFF innovators save/reallocate/reuse water through a variety of means. Seven of the 26 active
innovators in the program operate in rainfed areas, with innovations that increase crop yield per
amount of water input. These types of efficiency gains are not quantified as water savings, but
as crop-yield increases in the chart above. The other water impact captured by the program is
reallocation of water to productive use in the food value chain, which is aggregated with water savings
in the chart below.
Innovators are split into two Tiers, with Tier 1 awards receiving up to $500,000 and Tier 2 awards
receiving up to $2,500,000. SWFF innovators’ impact on customers and other end users largely has
been achieved through three innovators who have reached a combined 2.1 million customers: Reel
Gardening (300 customers per $1,000 spent) and Aybar (370 customers per $1,000 spent) in Rd. 1,
and Ignitia (869 customers per $1,000 spent) in Rd. 3. Given that both Reel Gardening and Ignitia are
Tier 2 innovators who receive increased grant funding, this result is expected. Among Tier 1 innovators,
Aybar’s impact of more than 240,000 end users in two years is partially due to a distribution model
that relies on and benefits from large government orders.
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The Plant-Powered Tank
Turning Ugandans into Fish Farmers
In Hoima, Uganda, fish command a good price at market, and fish farming can be profitable.
Proscovia Rujumba recognized this and set out to farm fish. Initially, she didn’t do well. Her large
outdoor earthen pond failed to produce enough fish to sell. Water Governance Institute (WGI)
heard about Rujumba’s struggles through the local government and suggested she install an
innovative Aquaponics tank system designed to replace ponds and increase production.
Rujumba had never seen fish raised outside of
ponds, streams, and lakes. But Henry Bazira,
Executive Director of WGI, and his team, including
Dr. Aisha Nalwoga, persuaded her to give the unit
a chance.

Rujumba is now a successful fish farmer and
local Aquaponics promoter. Some neighbors are
skeptical, but it’s hard to argue with her success.
Rujumba even spoke about her experience on a
local radio station.

The Aquaponics system has two parts: a grow bed,
where crops are cultivated in a fertile sand-gravel
mixture, and a tank beneath the grow bed for fish.
The parts depend on and complement each other.
The fish tank supplies water and organic nutrients
to grow bed plants, while the plants clean the
water before recycling it to the tank.

WGI learned from Rujumba’s experience and began
focusing more on maintenance training during
installation. This empowers customers with the
knowledge and expertise they need to keep systems
generating food and income for a long time.

Rujumba had to learn how to operate and
maintain the system. When water did not move
properly from one part of the system to another,
water quality suffered. A musty smell emanated
from the tank, and two fingerling fish died. WGI
staff showed her how to prevent problems. In six
months, she produced 197 catfish weighing 1 to 1.5
kilograms each, along with produce. She earned
$612 in catfish and produce sales.
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Rujumba’s experience is not unique. Farmers
receive many benefits from the Aquaponics units:
time savings, significant water-use reduction,
extra income, increased nutrition, 10-25 percent
increased crop yields, and more efficient fertilizer
and pesticide use. Most who purchased the $700
units saw a return on investment within one year.
They sold crops worth an average $100 and fish
worth $600 to $800.
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INNOVATOR TREND ANALYSIS
SWFF innovators are required to meet ambitious growth targets, which include reaching significant
numbers of customers, saving water in agriculture, and increasing crop yields. Those that do not meet
these targets transition to “alumni” status and no longer receive funding and technical assistance in
the program.
Over the three years of SWFF’s operation, 12 innovators have exited the program and became
alumni, and 27 are currently in the program. Looking across five key indicators in the graphic below,
one can see that active innovators have significantly outperformed those that exited the program.
Since 11 of the 12 alumni exited the program after one year, the graphic below only compares progress
of innovators during their first year in the SWFF program.
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SWFF Impact Per Dollar
Analyzing the first three years of the SWFF program, with Rd. 1 innovators having completed their
awards, and Rd. 3 innovators two-thirds of the way through their awards, SWFF innovators have
realized the following impacts per $1,000 of donor funding. For every $1,000 the SWFF program has
spent, innovators have reached 160 customers and other end users, produced 140 tons of produce,
saved over 1 million liters of water, affected 44 hectares of land, and generated $210 of sales.
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This high water savings per dollar is largely due to a single Tier 1 innovator that currently generates
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77 percent of the entire SWFF program’s water savings, but, even with that outlier removed, Tier 1
innovators saved 276,907 liters of water per $1,000 donor dollar. This greatly exceeds the water
impacts measured among Tier 2 innovators.
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MEDIAN NUMBER OF END USERS
per $1,000 of donor funding (by origin)

The SWFF program classifies innovators as either “local” or “nonlocal,” depending on whether the
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Growing Opportunity on Eroding Land
Amena Begum, age 50, lives in Taluk Shabaz, a northeastern Bangladeshi village. She married
at age 20 and became a sole earner when her husband Sekendar’s health prevented him
from working. Then, she discovered her in-laws lost their land to river erosion — economically
devastating when owning land is key to financial stability.
The stress tore Amena’s family apart. The couple
tried to rent farmland, but a decreasing supply
of land kept prices high. Renting one acre costs
a minimum of $100, a huge sum when average
yearly income is less than $1,500. In this region,
riverbank erosion has destroyed farms and
homes of millions of people. Most shelters are
on embankments or other eroding land. When
erosion advances with the flooding, it perpetuates
the cycle of displacement and trauma.
Practical Action, an international charity, stepped
in to help families grow food using innovative
crop-growing pits in an unexpected place:
sandbars. In dry seasons, rivers recede and acres
of sandbars emerge for a few months. Pumpkins,
squashes, cabbages, sunflowers, and other
valuable crops grow quickly there.
With Practical Action’s help, Amena learned to
dig pumpkin pits. Her first harvest from 200 pits
yielded 350 pumpkins and 5,000 Bangladeshi
taka (roughly $61), which she invested in a goat
and more seeds. Her next harvest yielded 500
pumpkins, and she used profits to rent more land.
Amena no longer worries where her food is
coming from. She has amassed a small fortune.
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She rears goats and fish, owns a quarter-acre of
year-round land and three-quarters of an acre of
sandbar pits, and sometimes rents to other farmers.
Amena partners with neighboring farmers to
export. “All our products were taken to Malaysia
straight from our courtyard, which gave us such
joy,” Amena recalls. “It is a very prestigious matter
to export my own crops!”
Nazmul Islam Chowdhury of Practical Action’s
Extreme Poverty Program beams with pride
when discussing Amena: “Some call these workers
and farmers poor, but they are not. They are
the people feeding our nation, they are feeding
the world! [And their] communities become
more resilient and able to deal with changes.
We especially focus on building the economic
capacity of women. By moving away from
traditional agriculture, we truly can have rapid
and sustainable growth.”
Five years ago, Amena and her family didn’t have
three meals a day. Today, her son works for a
mobile-tower company. Her daughter is happily
married, living nearby. Amena is building a house
with indoor latrine, brick walls, and concrete floor.
“This is my dream,” Amena said.
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Progress in Scaling
SWFF aims to fund innovations that will reach increasing numbers of end users through marketsustainable channels, so that, after donor funding concludes, the innovations can be expected to
continue to grow through the awarded organization or through replication in a local context. Every six
months, innovators rank their organizations along six scaling dimensions, reporting changes in areas
such as the policy environment, plans to scale, and affordability of products in their target markets.
These individual ratings are reviewed by SWFF and then combined into a weighted Solver Scale-Up
Score used to track scaling potential over time.
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Comparing SWFF innovators after their first year in the program, the composite scores of active vs.
alumnus innovators diverged significantly. With a median score of 1.7, half of active innovators had
a higher rating than the highest-rated alumni. This divergence is largely due to reported differences
in affordability, cost-structure, and customer-base growth. Though 81 percent of active innovators
reported that 50 percent or more of their target market could afford their product, 100 percent of
alumni reported that 25 percent or less of their target market could afford their product. When rating
the cost structure of innovations according to whether selling at a cost that would allow the innovation
to scale was unlikely, possible, probable, or already occurring, 69 percent of active innovators
presented evidence that this was “probable” or already occurring, whereas only eight percent of
alumni did the same. Finally, 56 percent of active innovators had a growing customer base with more
than 1,000 end users, whereas only eight percent of alumni had the same.
SWFF has iterated on its selection criteria for new innovators, with the program moving away from
funding organizations that are still piloting innovations and moving toward organizations that can
serve a minimum of 10,000 end users within three years. This shift is apparent in the early progress
of Rd. 1 vs. Rd. 3 innovators. After one year, the median Rd. 1 innovator had a composite rating of 1.5
vs. a median of 2.2 among Rd. 3 innovators. However after two years, their performance converges
somewhat, with the median Rd. 1 innovator scoring a 2.6 vs. a median of 2.7 for Rd. 3 innovators.
Local innovators outperformed nonlocal innovators over both years of comparable progress, moving
from a median of 2.0 to 3.0 vs. a move from 1.5 to 2.5 among nonlocal innovators.
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Target Achievement
SWFF monitors progress through 25 program indicators, of which 10 are binding and used to decide
whether innovators progress to the next year’s funding. In order to continue, innovators are expected
to achieve 80 percent of each binding target, missing targets in no more than two indicators. This
general criteria has been used to guide funding decisions, with an allowance for the Founding
Partners to deviate from the recommendations where external circumstances have negatively
impacted otherwise sound innovations.
When viewed according to the round in which innovators entered the program, Rd. 3 innovators excel,
with 80 percent meeting all targets, or all but one target, as compared to 56 percent of Rd. 1 innovators
doing the same. While all Rd. 3 alumni removed from the program had missed three or more targets,
only 60 percent of Rd. 1 alumni had missed just one or two targets. The reason for this discrepancy is
that the specific targets missed by Rd. 1 innovators were central to their inclusion in the program, and
the shortcoming was deemed a serious one by the Innovation Investment Advisory Committee (IIAC). It
is likely that the program’s shift toward innovators who are closer to commercialization resulted in fewer
cases where one or two targets were the core of an innovator’s success.
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When categorized according to their origin, local innovators have on average achieved more of their
targets to date than nonlocal innovators. Given the special circumstances surrounding the alumni who

TITLE?
missed only one or two targets, it is unclear whether
their origin played any role in their level of success.
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SUMMARY OF TA FACILITY METRICS
SWFF TA Facility portfolios are structured to address the following metrics: usage/uptake, technical
capacity, financial sustainability, public awareness, and efficient management of milestone-based
funds. The figure below illustrates how activities comprising TA Facility portfolios contribute to those
end results.
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The table beginning on page 40 summarizes TA Facility progress toward the metrics by which these
activities are measured.
Overall, SWFF innovators’ technical capacity has increased with assistance from the SWFF TA Facility.
In Year 1, 71 percent of innovators demonstrated increased technical capacity as a result of SWFF
assistance. This number rose to 95 percent in Year 2 and fell back to 82 percent in Year 3, but still
exceeded the target. Uptake of SWFF innovations increased, with 80 percent of innovators showing
at least a 10 percent increase in customer base from the past year. The average level of documented
evidence for SWFF innovators also rose from 2.6 in Year 2 to 3.4 in Year 3, reflecting an increasing number
of innovators who have demonstrated impact versus control groups among real world customers.
SWFF also noted innovators improved their financial systems, with 100 percent of those with poor
financial management systems transitioning to acceptable financial controls. A further 21 percent of
innovators moved from acceptable financial systems to strong financial systems. Though significant
progress has been made, it will take time for the SWFF program and SWFF innovators to create
viable long-term paths toward sustainable scale.
The TA Facility made significant improvements in many categories of acceleration support provided to
innovators, exceeding the target for Promoter Scores. The timeliness of service delivery has increased
from 41 percent on time in Year 1 to 93 percent on time in Year 3.
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2017 TA FACILITY PROGRESS INDICATORS

Y3
TARGET

Y3
ACTUAL

TARGET
MET?

8/10

8.41

Yes

85%

93%

Yes

65%

55%

No

80%

82%

Yes

80%

80%

Yes

90%

85%

No

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE & SCALING
1.2.1

Average Promoter Score received on innovator service delivery surveys
The Average Promoter Score is a rating of how likely given innovators are to
recommend the service that they have received to other innovators on a 10-point
scale from “Not at all likely” to “Extremely likely.”

1.2.2

% of SOWs started and completed within the time frame agreed upon with the
innovator during the support planning discussions
Scopes of work (SOWs) will each have a clearly defined time frame for delivery
that is agreed upon when they are created. The TA Facility will measure how
many have been completed within the agreed-upon time frame.

1.2.3

% of SOWs with providers from emerging markets
When SOWs are awarded, they will be classified geographically to determine if
the provider is based in the same region as the innovator being served. Target
is set at 65% to balance the goal of increased capacity of support delivery in
emerging markets and quality of service delivered to the innovator.

1.2.4

% of innovators with increased technical capacity from SOWs
Increased “technical capacity” is defined as: a) technical improvements in
the product/approach, b) improvements in selling the product/approach to
stakeholders (i.e., customers, investors, donors), c) improved understanding of the
needs of customers/stakeholders in a sustainable way, and d) improvements to
business processes and organizational structure.
During quarterly calls, the team will determine if, after an SOW is completed, the
innovator has actually increased their technical capacity. If at least 50% of a given
innovator’s SOWs have increased their technical capacity, they will be tallied as
an overall success toward this indicator.

1.2.5

% of innovators with increased usage/uptake of SWFF innovations
“Increased usage/uptake” is defined as an increase in the current customer
base in a given year of at least 10%. “Customer base” is defined as both primary
customers and associated family members/users. Innovators with a customer
base (users) under 1,000 will not be considered to have “increased.”

1.2.6

% of SOWs where defined “desired outcomes” were met
All SOWs will have a section where measurable “desired outcomes” to be
completed by the end of the engagement are specified. The post-engagement
survey will have a question, “Did the service achieve the desired outcomes?”, with
a 5-point scale from “Not at all” to “Completely,” with the target set at “4-To a
great extent,” for a tallied success.
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2017 TA FACILITY PROGRESS INDICATORS

Y3
TARGET

Y3
ACTUAL

TARGET
MET?

50%

n/a

TBD

100%
of Poor
move to
Acceptable

100%

Yes

20% of
Acceptable
move to
Strong

21%

Yes

2.75

3.41

Yes

80%

92%

Yes

GRANTS & FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
2.1.1

% of innovators reporting positive effects from PAS process on their
organization
Question: “Did the Pre-Award Survey requirements have a positive impact on
strengthening organizational administrative and financial systems?” Answers:
Yes/Neutral/No

2.2.1

% of innovators with an increased rating of awardee financial systems
from TA Facility (Poor/Acceptable/Strong)

Upon entering the SWFF program, innovators’ financial systems are graded on a
scale of Poor/Acceptable/Strong. The % will be calculated by tallying all awardees
who have increased their rating with TA Facility assistance.

MONITORING & EVALUATION
3.1.1

Average level of evidence of SWFF innovators
The level of evidence is a 6-point scale that tracks the degree to which outcomes
can be attributed to an innovator intervention. Given that the current awardee
average is 3, the target is set at 2.75 overall to factor in the new Rd. 4 innovators.
For reference, the ratings for 2 & 3 are as follows:
2: Capturing positive changes in outcomes, but unable to establish causal
attribution
3: Using a treatment and control group, a reasonable case for impact can be
claimed when there is a direct relationship between an innovation and a
known beneficial good, with proper usage

3.2.1

% of innovators using M&E data to advance their innovation or business
Innovators are surveyed to determine whether their data collection for SWFF
supports the following aspects of their business/enterprise: publicizing impact,
strategic decision-making, managing partners, customer analysis, sales/
marketing, other. Those that say they are using SWFF data collection to support
any of the above uses will be tallied as a success.
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2017 TA FACILITY PROGRESS INDICATORS

Y3
TARGET

Y3
ACTUAL

TARGET
MET?

175

216

Yes

1

1

Yes

50%

54%

Yes

$12,000,000

$19,570,311

Yes

COMMUNICATION, VISUAL IDENTITY, & PARTNERSHIPS
4.1.1

# of LL/communication materials produced by TA Facility (including reports,
stories, case studies, etc.) that are shared
Lessons Learned (LL) documents and communication materials that are shared
with external audiences (general public, donors, investors, other stakeholders) will
be tallied and disaggregated by type.

4.2.1

# of partnerships leveraged to address the critical barriers of the SWFF Grand
Challenge (Gin 6) by TA Facility
Partnerships that serve more than one innovator or have a benefit that is
determined to be program-wide by the USAID COR will be counted. Voucher
System Support vendors will not be counted, unless there is a pro-bono/
discounted service being provided.

4.2.2

% of innovators with increased partnerships
Innovators who increase the number of partnerships due to acceptance into the
SWFF program, or during the SWFF program, will be tallied. Partnerships where
a prior ongoing working relationship existed will not be counted.

4.2.3

$ and % of outside funding beyond SWFF award funding
Outside funding will be counted from both public and private sources, from both
in-kind and cash equivalents.
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2017 TA FACILITY PROGRESS INDICATORS

Y3
TARGET

Y3
ACTUAL

TARGET
MET?

80%

92%

Yes

80%

92%

Yes

80%

84%

Yes

25%

0%

No

TA FACILITY ADMINISTRATION
5.1.1

% of innovators that rate TA Facility responsiveness at 4/5 or higher
Overall TA Facility responsiveness will be rated on a 5-point scale from “Very
unresponsive” to “Very responsive.” The target will be that 80% of innovators rate the
TA Facility at a 6/7 or higher.

5.1.2

% of innovators that rate TA Facility understanding of awardee needs at 6/7
or higher
Overall TA Facility understanding of innovator needs will be rated on a 7-point
scale from “Very poor” to “Very good.” The target will be that 80% of innovators
rate the TA Facility at a 6/7 or higher.

5.1.3

% of innovators that rate TA Facility as helpful toward awardee goals at 6/7
or higher
Overall TA Facility helpfulness toward innovator goals will be rated on a 7-point
scale from “Very unhelpful” to “Very helpful.”

5.2.1

$ value of volunteer services/$ value of paid services (ratio)
The value of services that are free and the value of discounts will be compared to
the value of paid services provided through the SWFF Voucher System.

As an organization built to provide acceleration support, the SWFF TA Facility highly values
anonymous feedback from SWFF innovators. Its customer-service metrics are a critically important
way to determine whether service delivery meets innovators’ expectations.
As noted in the external SWFF Mid-Term review, innovators told SWFF they greatly appreciate the
responsiveness of the TA Facility, and it shows in a steadily increasing trend toward satisfaction that
recently reached 92 percent of innovators appreciating the staff’s responsiveness.
In addition to this customer satisfaction metric, the TA Facility met Year 3 targets for understanding
innovator needs, with 93 percent of innovators rating the team highly in this regard, and 82 percent
of innovators stating that the TA Facility was helpful toward innovators’ goals.
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SWFF INNOVATORS ESTABLISH
MUTUALLY BENEFICIAL PARTNERSHIPS
Over the last 12 months, SWFF has been proactive in identifying and documenting cross-innovator
partnership, because the program has shifted focus to stepped-up analyses of the SWFF data trove.
During innovator quarterly calls, SWFF learned about innovators’ inter-SWFF partnerships. The
chart below represents the documented results. Select examples of the developing partnerships are
provided below the chart.

CROSS INNOVATOR DISCUSSIONS & PARTNERSHIPS

November
2017
CROSS-INNOVATOR
DISCUSSIONS
& PARTNERSHIPS
SI Technologies

SkyFox

WASTE Stichting

CROSS INNOVATOR DISCUSSIONS & PA

Reel Gardening

University of Malawi

Central University of Technology, Free State
SkyFox
SI Technologies
WASTE S
Water Governance Institute
Reel Gardening

Project Alba
Practical Action Bangladesh

World Hope International
Project Alba

Naireeta Services

Practical Action Bangladesh Adaptive Symbiotic Technologies

MyRain

Naireeta Services

MimosaTEK

MyRain

MetaMeta Salt-Tolerant Potato
Meat Naturally
Partnership established
Discussions underway
Thinking about a partnership

aQysta Holding
FutureWater

Green Heat Uganda
MimosaTEK

Lal Teer Seed
IVL SERI

Hydroponics Africa
MetaMeta Salt-Tolerant Potato
ICBA
Ignitia
ICU-Peru
Meat Naturally
Partnership established
Discussions underway
Thinking about a partnership
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November 2017

Lal Teer Seed
IVL SERI

Ignitia

ICU-Peru
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ICB

Reel Gardening and Adaptive Symbiotic Technologies
In early 2015, at the SWFF meeting in Abu Dhabi, Reel Gardening and Adaptive Symbiotic
Technologies (AST) began discussions about applying BioEnsure® microbial inoculant on Reel
Gardening seeds. AST retrieved seed tape from Reel Gardening, opened the seed tape, and applied
the endophyte coating to the seeds, then carefully closed the seed tape. The seed tape was used in
AST trials with excellent results: huge water savings and significantly improved germination rates.
Reel Gardening shipped additional seed to AST for an expanded trial. AST is exploring the possibility
of using BioEnsure® in a project Reel Gardening is conducting in Syria as AST awaits BioEnsure®
approval in South Africa.

Green Heat Uganda and aQysta Holding
A memorandum of understanding was signed by Green Heat Uganda and aQysta Holding allowing
Green Heat Uganda to distribute aQysta pumps in Uganda. In preparation, Green Heat Uganda is
developing a marketing plan and a database to support execution of the collaboration.

Water Governance Institute and Green Heat Uganda
Water Governance Institute is partnering with Green Heat Uganda to provide guidance on the use of
solar energy in powering low-cost water pumps and appropriate air compressors for oxygenation of
aquaponics systems. The Green Heat Uganda technology will allow aquaponics farmers to use biogas
energy for fish and crop preservation to improve the shelf life of produce.
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Beyond Rice in Cambodia
In Cambodia, 80 percent of the population live in rural areas, and 73 percent depend on
agriculture. In Kampot Province, smallholder farmers grow the vast majority of crops, almost all
rice. Because so many residents of this area grow rice, prices stay low and farmers earn little. Other
crops — especially healthy, chemical-free vegetables — are in high demand, but farmers often lack
tools and knowledge to cultivate them. This can trap families in a cycle of poverty.
Farmers Hao Bein and his wife, Eang Srey Nheb,
live on a small Kampot farm with their 10-year-old
daughter. They attempted to grow vegetables,
but varieties they tried frequently failed. When
vegetables did grow, Hao and Eang couldn’t get
them to market.
“We really struggled to sell our produce,” Eang
recalled. “When we did, we would often get low
prices.” That changed in November 2016, when the
young couple began working with Project Alba.
Project Alba uses an innovative approach
allowing farmers to quickly increase income, while
producing more sustainable, diverse crops. It
gives farmers seeds for high-demand, fast-cycle
crops — from mustard greens to cucumbers and
tomatoes – then helps them install irrigation
systems and provides growing expertise. Project
Alba also commits to purchasing crops in advance
and reselling to regional wholesalers — a crucial
service to help ensure farmers’ success.
With Project Alba’s help, in addition to rice, Hao
and Eang began growing mustard greens and
romaine lettuce, both high in nutrition and value.
They saw results immediately. “I learned new
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techniques we didn’t know about,” said Hao. “We
have much better crops now.”
Because of Project Alba’s wholesaler connections,
the couple now can count on fair prices. The
partnership brought the entire family a new
sense of security. According to Michelle Lowery,
Partnerships and Communications Manager
at Project Alba, farmers often double and
sometimes triple income after working with the
organization. Eang attests to this: “We managed
to improve our income — before, we were mostly
transplanting by season and would earn between
$250 to $500 [per season], but we had some
difficult seasons. We’re now earning $250 to
$350 every six weeks.”
Regular income from diversified crops is just as
important as amount earned. Now freed from
unpredictable rice yields and empowered with
tools to grow high-value vegetable varieties, the
family can afford to look to the future.
“A regular income helps me buy more food and
keep my daughter in school,” said Hao. “She wants
to be a teacher when she grows up. I would like
her to be a teacher, too.”
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OVERVIEW AND ANALYSIS
SWFF provides acceleration through three lines of support: the SWFF TA Facility, USAID and its
partners, and the Voucher System. Innovators believe the most valuable services and advice come
from providers with knowledge of the local marketplace and in-country context.
Since its inception, the TA Facility has delivered 121 business service engagements directly to
innovators. An additional 10 engagements are either currently in process or planned for the remainder
of 2017. Total value of completed business service engagements to date, plus those in process or
planned for 2017, is over $1.1 million.

Short- and long-term success of SWFF technical assistance.
The TA Facility assesses both short-term success and long-term value of each support engagement.
Short-term success is determined simply by answering the question “Did the innovator receive what it
expected to receive from the support?”

PERCENTAGE OF SUPPORT ENGAGEMENTS MEETING
PERCENTAGE OF SUPPORT ENGAGEMENTS
INNOVATOR
EXPECTED OUTPUTS
MEETING INNOVATOR EXPECTED OUTPUTS

100%

88%
n=43

85%
n=41

75%
50%
n=34

50%
25%
0%

2015

2016

2017

Source: SWFF Source:
Scope ofSWFF
Work Tracker
Scope of Work Tracker

In 2015, just 50 percent of business services delivered by the TA Facility could be classified as having
met innovator expectations. In 2016, 88 percent met expectations. In 2017, 85 percent of completed
support engagements met expectations.
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The improvement in meeting expectations likely is a result of enhancements made to the acceleration
support planning process in Year 2. On the process front end, SWFF introduced and implemented the
Innovator Needs Diagnostic Tool to systematically identify organizational, strategic, and operational
gaps. This tool enables a highly focused support discussion with the innovator and results in very
specific support goals and expected outcomes.		
			
The TA Facility also revised the work plan template in Year 2. Before delivering acceleration support,
the TA Facility uses the template to document specific activities, deliverables, assumptions, and
stakeholder commitments. The work plan now itemizes what is not in scope, in addition to what is
in scope, to ensure proper orientation of the project, as well as time commitments expected from
innovator staff and the support provider. The revised template allows the Acceleration Facilitator to
play a more proactive role in focusing the work plan for greater specificity and clarity. SWFF made
these changes with the intention of removing ambiguity in deliverables and increasing the likelihood
innovators will receive the services they expect.
			 		
A support engagement is identified as a long-term success if the services and advice delivered are
adopted and applied by the innovator and if the support results in recognized valuable outcomes,
such as a shift in strategy, an effective partnership, additional funding, new financial forecasting
capabilities, or an improved manufacturing approach or product design. In 2015, only 52 percent of
TA Facility support engagements resulted in long-term success. In 2016, long-term success rose to
89 percent.
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PERCENTAGE OF SUPPORT ENGAGEMENTS THAT LEAD
TO VALUABLE
OUTCOMES
FOR
THE INNOVATOR
PERCENTAGE
OF SUPPORT
ENGAGEMENTS
THAT LED
TO VALUABLE OUTCOMES FOR THE INNOVATOR

100%
89%

75%
50%

52%
n=38

25%
n=31

0%

2015

2016

Source: SWFF Scope
of Work
Tracker
Source:
SWFF
Scope of Work Tracker

The SWFF innovators’ uptake of SWFF TA Facility advice makes sense because with each passing
year, the SWFF TA Facility gains a deeper understanding of each SWFF innovator and the local
context in which it operates. As a result, support providers have become more aware of potential root
causes of challenges in scaling. In some cases, promoting support engagements that address those
root causes has resulted in the Acceleration Facilitator being seen as a more credible and proactive
adviser, and more consistently meeting innovator expectations and having an impact.

Innovator satisfaction: local vs. nonlocal vendors 			
For SWFF purposes, a vendor is considered local if it is based in Africa or Asia, where most innovators
operate. Currently, half of SWFF Voucher System vendors are based in regions where innovators
operate. In 2015, local providers delivered 21 percent of SWFF business service engagements; at the
time of this report in 2017, that number had more than doubled to 55 percent.
SWFF innovators believe support provided by local vendors is more valuable than support delivered
from a distance by a vendor with limited or no firsthand experience in-country.
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PERCENTAGE OF SUPPORT ENGAGEMENTS
DELIVERED BY PROVIDERS BASED IN AFRICA
AND ASIA (I.E., LOCAL)
PERCENTAGE OF SUPPORT ENGAGEMENTS DELIVERED
BY PROVIDERS BASED IN AFRICA AND ASIA (I.E., LOCAL)

2017
2016
2015
n=34

n=43

21% 30%

n=49

55%

Target 50%
Scope
of Work
Tracker
Source:Source:
SWFFSWFF
Scope
of Work
Tracker

In 2017, our second year of emphasizing local vendors, the SWFF TA Facility is beginning to see
improvement in two metrics that indicate a preference for local vendors and providers: promoter
scores and innovator satisfaction with support received.
Promoter scores indicate the degree to which SWFF innovators would recommend a provider to other
SWFF innovators. Based on innovator feedback surveys, the average promoter score in 2017 for local
vendors is 8.6 (out of 10) as compared to a promoter score for nonlocal vendors of 8.21. Promoter
scores for both local and nonlocal vendors have improved from Year 1 to Year 3.
Currently, both local and nonlocal vendors, on average, are meeting or exceeding SWFF program
promoter score targets. SWFF believes this is due to the expanded network of local vendors covering
a significant proportion of TA Facility support services, which has improved alignment between
innovators’ business needs and support providers’ expertise and regional knowledge.
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AVERAGE PROMOTER SCORE BY YEAR (2015-2017)
AVERAGE
PROMOTER
SCORE BY
(2015-2017)
Local provider
as compared
toYEAR
nonlocal
provider
Local provider as compared to nonlocal provider

The likelihood an innovator would recommend a service provider to other SWFF innovators
(1 = would not recommend, 10 = would highly recommend)

2015
2016

LOCAL

2017

LOCAL

n=6

NONLOCAL

6.67
7.11

n=9

LOCAL

n=14

6.79

NONLOCAL

n=17

8.60
8.21

n=20

NONLOCAL

1

9.12

2

n=19

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

PROGRAM
TARGET

Source: Post-support engagement; innovator feedback surveys

A similar trend exists in overall innovator satisfaction with the support received. Satisfaction with
support delivered by local vendors in 2017 exceeds satisfaction with nonlocal vendor support (with
ratings of 4.6 and 4.53, respectively). In the previous two years, support delivered by nonlocal vendors
was better-received than support delivered by local vendors.
Other TA Facility adjustments may be contributing to score improvement for both local and nonlocal
vendors. Innovators now participate in final selection of the vendor that works with them. They
interview the top two or three vendors to hear the expertise each brings to the assignment, gauge
their own ability to work well with the vendor, and assess each vendor’s knowledge of the marketplace.
Additionally, in Year 2 and Year 3, the Acceleration Facilitator took a more active role in assuring each
support engagement work plan drives toward a higher degree of specificity. A stronger emphasis
on specifics led to a more realistic expectation of the time commitment required of the innovator’s
internal team and reduces the risk of misaligned deliverable expectations.
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AVERAGE OVERALL SATISFACTION
AVERAGE OVERALL
SATISFACTION
SCORE BY
YEAR (2015-2017)
SCORE
BY YEAR (2015
– 2017)
Local vendors
Based in Africa, Asia

Nonlocal vendors
Based in North America, Europe

5

4.65
4.22

4

3.83

4.07

n=17

4.60 4.53
n=20

n=19

n=9
n=14
n=6

3

2

1

2015

2016

2017

Source:
Post-support
engagement;
innovatorfeedback
feedback surveys
surveys
Source:
Post
support engagement
innovator

Emerging high-performance vendors
Now that many Voucher System support providers are increasing their body of work, certain vendors
are standing out in terms of how strongly innovators recommend them to other innovators. For
example, five support providers are earning promoter scores higher than the average program target
score of 7.33 out of 10. In part, this may be a result of improvements the TA Facility made to support
delivery, with associated higher target scores for support providers. The vendor target score for the first
two years of the TA Facility was 7 out of 10. In Year 3, SWFF increased this target to 8 out of 10.
Rami Khyami, Grant Manager for the TA Facility, earned a perfect promoter score of 10 across
the four support engagements he delivered. MRIGlobal, which transitioned from the consortium
to the Voucher System, earned an average promoter score of 8.83 across all the engagements
it delivered. Sattva, a consulting firm based in India, earned an average promoter score of 8.74
across the 19 support engagements it delivered. The list of promoter scores for all vendors is listed
on the following page.
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PROMOTER SCORE BY VENDOR ACROSS ALL SUPPORT CATEGORIES
Minimum of 3 engagements delivered by vendor
PROMOTER SCORE BY VENDOR ACROSS ALL SUPPORT CATEGORIES
Likelihood an innovator would recommend a service provider to other SWFF innovators
(1 = would not recommend, 10 = would highly recommend)

RAMI KHYAMI
ORATORIO
MOONSHOT GLOBAL
DOUBLE-0 MARKETING
DONNA VINCENT ROA
OPEN CAPITAL ADVISORS
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
GLOBAL GOOD
SUPPORT PROVIDER

WHITTEN & ROY PARTNERSHIP
BIOSFERA DESARROLLOS
MRIGLOBAL
SATTVA
I-DEV
ELLAE CREATIVE
HATTAWAY COMMUNICATIONS
IMAGINE H2O
INTELLECAP

n=2

SNV USA

n=9

BASIX

n=1

INNOVISION
SKYQUEST

10.0
n=1
10.0
n=1
10.0
n=1
10.0
n=2 9.5
n=2 9.5
n=1
9.0
n=1
9.0
n=1
9.0
n=1
9.0
n=6
8.83
n=19 8.74
n=2 8.5
n=1 8.0
n=14 7.71
n=12 7.58
7.0
6.78
n=4

n=2
n=1

3.0

5.0

6.0

ENNOVENT

1.0 n=1
1

2

PROGRAM TARGET

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Source: Post-support engagement; innovator feedback surveys
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With a substantial number of support engagements delivered through the TA Facility, SWFF is now
able to identify specific support services emerging as strengths within the support-provider network
the program has built.
Service categories in which the TA Facility has delivered at least three engagements and innovators
report being somewhat satisfied to very satisfied include: Organizational Capacity Building; Business
Model and Strategy Development; Gender-Related Services; Sales, Marketing, Communication,
and Branding; and Product Development, Refinement, and Diversification. On average, innovators
report they are somewhat satisfied with support received in the categories of Investor Readiness and
Human Resources Management.

AVERAGE OVERALL SATISFACTION SCORE
AVERAGE OVERALL SATISFACTION SCORE
BY SUPPORT
2015-2017
BY SUPPORTCATEGORY
CATEGORY 2015-2017
Minimum
of three
engagements
within
a support
category
Minimum
of three
engagements within
a support
category

PARTNER IDENTIFICATION AND INTRODUCTION
ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING
BUSINESS MODEL AND STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT
GENDER
SALES, MARKETING, COMMUNICATION, AND BRANDING
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, REFINEMENT, AND DIVERSIFICATION
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
INVESTOR READINESS
MARKET RESEARCH AND MARKET ANALYSIS
POLICY AND ADVOCACY

0

1

n=1

5.0
n=7
4.86
n=18
4.72
n=9
4.44
n=28 4.39
n=6 4.33
n=1
4.0
n=3
4.0
n=6
4.0
3.75
n=2

n=4

2.00
4
2

3

4

5

Specific support providers are emerging as leaders within specific support categories. Sattva stands
out for its support in Business Model and Strategy Development; Gender-Related Services; and Sales,
Marketing, Communication, and Branding. Imagine H2O is receiving strong reviews for the work it is
doing in Business Model and Strategy Development. Rami Khyami is a highly recommended provider
for Organizational Capacity Building. MRIGlobal is viewed as a highly recommended provider for
Product Development, Refinement, and Diversification engagements.
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PROMOTER
SCORE
BYBY
CATEGORY
AND
VENDOR
2015-2017
PROMOTER
SCORE
CATEGORY AND
VENDOR
(2015-2017)
Minimum
of three engagements delivered by vendor in a support category
Minimum of three engagements delivered by vendor in a support category

The likelihood an innovator would recommend a service provider to other SWFF innovators
(1 = would not recommend, 10 = would highly recommend)

Business Model and
Strategy Development

SATTVA

n=3

IMAGINE H20

n=7

SNV USA
Gender

n=5

SATTVA
IMAGINE H20

Organizational
Capacity Building

RAMI KHYAMI

Sales, Marketing
Communication,
Branding

n=4

6.0

n=4

SATTVA

8.5

n=4

HATTAWAY COMMUNICATIONS

1

10.0

n=3

MRIGLOBAL

0

9.33

8.33

n=9

Investor Readiness

Product Development,
Refinement, and
Diversification

7.60

8.43

2

3

7.71

n=14

4

5

6

7

8

8.75

9

10

Source: Post-support engagement; innovator feedback surveys

Support-engagement size and scope
The SWFF TA Facility looked at success rates of support engagements to determine if the rates of
short-term or long-term successes varied in relation to budget ranges $5,000 and under, $5,001 to
$10,000, $10,001 to $15,000, $15,001 to $20,000, and over $20,000.
SWFF found the strongest success rates for both short-term expectations and long-term value
occurred with support engagements in the $10,001 to $15,000 budget range. Engagements in this
budget range successfully met short-term expectations 88 percent of the time, while delivering
on long-term value 94 percent of the time. Given our experience working with innovators as SWFF
delivered support engagements to them across all budget ranges, SWFF believes defined and
focused projects with budgets in the $10,001 to $15,000 range are large enough to comprehensively
meet the innovators’ needs, but not so large that objectives are too complex and time-consuming.
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PERCENTAGE OF SUPPORT ENGAGEMENTS AT VARIOUS
FUNDING
LEVELS
MEETING
INNOVATOR
EXPECTED
OUTPUTS
PERCENTAGE
OF SUPPORT
ENGAGEMENTS
AT VARIOUS
FUNDING
LEVELS
MEETING OUTPUTS INNOVATORS EXPECTED (2015-2017)
(2015 – 2017)
100%

75%

88%
73%

77%
n=26

67%

67%

n=26
n=45
n=12

n=9

$15,001$20,000

>$20,000

50%

25%

0%

<$5,000

$5,001$10,000

$10,001$15,000

SUPPORT ENGAGEMENT BUDGET RANGE
Source:
SWFFScope
ScopeofofWork
Work
Tracker
Source: SWFF
Tracker

PERCENTAGE
SUPPORT
ENGAGEMENTS
AT VARIOUS
PERCENTAGE OFOF
SUPPORT
ENGAGEMENTS
AT VARIOUS FUNDING
LEVELS
THAT LED
TO MEANINGFUL
IN OUTCOMES
FOR THECHANGE
INNOVATORIN
FUNDING
LEVELS
THAT CHANGE
LEAD TO
MEANINGFUL
(2015-2017)
OUTCOMES FOR THE INNOVATOR (2015 – 2016)
94%

100%

n=18

75%

71%
n=21

67%
56%

60%

n=9
n=5

50%

n=16

25%

0%

<$5,000

$5,001$10,000

$10,001$15,000

$15,001$20,000

>$20,000

SUPPORT ENGAGEMENT BUDGET RANGE
Source:
SWFF Scope
ScopeofofWork
Work
Tracker
Source: SWFF
Tracker
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In several of these engagements, the support provider proactively suggested a shift in the focus of
the technical assistance after early, exploratory conversations with the innovator and assessments of
their business model maturity. For example, in the cases of sales and marketing engagements with
alumni Buried Diffuser and Groasis Waterboxx, the support provider Imagine H2O advised them to
take a step back and focus the assignment on improving their knowledge of the customer. This had
the effect of recalibrating the innovators’ expectations to deliver the appropriate outputs given the
realities of the innovators’ circumstances. In the case of SWAR, the support provider Sattva went
above and beyond the original scope to address performance gaps more comprehensively.
SWFF also found that sequenced support in smaller increments was much more successful than
large support engagements. In the cases of Reel Gardening and Adaptive Symbiotic Technologies,
larger scopes of work were broken down into smaller components delivered over time, which led
to more discrete, focused objectives. In both of these cases, the same support provider delivered
both the first component and the second component, which enabled a deeper understanding of the
innovators’ needs, context, and history, while creating a strong rapport and confidence in the support
provider as a trusted adviser.
The next most effective engagements fell within the $5,000 and under budget range. Engagements
in this range met innovator expectations 73 percent of the time, while delivering meaningful long-term
value 71 percent of the time. SWFF hypothesizes that these engagements likely were successful because
they were tightly focused on a very specific objective that could be completed relatively quickly.
Engagements budgeted above $20,000 were the least successful. SWFF believes these projects
were too complex and too time-consuming to see short-term results. Also, in a startup environment,
entrepreneurs need quick wins to meet milestones and build momentum for success. With this lesson
learned, the TA Facility now breaks up larger scopes of work into smaller, sequenced support plans to
ensure the innovator receives value at an accelerated rate.
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aQysta Holding uses government contracting to support scaling opportunities.

aQysta Holding’s water-powered pumps make it possible for smallholder farmers to irrigate
without having to depend on expensive, unsustainable diesel-fueled systems. The pumps
help smallholder farmers irrigate their fields as far as two kilometers away, with as much as
43,000 liters of water per day.
aQysta Holding continues to transition from early adoption in Nepal to a larger scale, with expansion
to additional countries. By the end of Year 2 in the program, the company had sold 23 pumps. By the
end of Year 3, aQysta Holding sold 137 more pumps in Nepal. In communities throughout Nepal where
elevation change makes pumping expensive or impossible, 550 households and 5,006 users are
now able to irrigate their crops. The increase in demand is accompanied by economies of scale, with
production costs dropping by 53 percent, making the pump accessible to even more customers. In
communities such as Rakam, Nepal, farmers who previously only grew corn during the wet season are
now planting vegetables for the first time in 400 years and selling 50 percent of the resulting harvest
for income.
aQysta Holding also is expanding to new markets, including Guatemala, Colombia, Ghana, Tanzania,
Panama, Ethiopia, and Afghanistan. It sold 20 pumps this year in Indonesia. Acceleration support
through the TA Facility was key in helping the company increase sales volume. SWFF Voucher System
vendor SNV USA connected aQysta Holding with a local distributor as part of an engagement focusing
marketing efforts on high-potential geographies. The distributor negotiated a deal with the Government
of Nepal to subsidize the purchase of as many as 200 aQysta pumps by smallholder farmers.
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Aybar Engineering diversifies its customer base.

Aybar Engineering is another example of a SWFF innovator ensuring water resources are
used efficiently. Aybar Engineering sells a Broad Bed and Furrow Maker (BBM), which is used
during sowing to drain excess water away from highly productive waterlogged vertisol soils.
The tool can improve crop yield by as much as 500 percent and increase revenue by as much
as $800 per hectare per year.
The BBM not only increases productivity, but also allows farmers with ponds to store excess water
for use during droughts or to increase the number of growing seasons in a year. Since its beginning,
Aybar Engineering has delivered BBMs to more than 74,000 farmers in Ethiopia.
To date, Aybar Engineering has relied on the Ethiopian Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) to purchase the
BBMs and distribute them to Ethiopian farmers. The Ministry comprises greater than 80 percent of
Aybar Engineering’s historical sales. However, Aybar Engineering’s dependence on the government
as its largest distributor for the BBM has caused challenges. Aybar Engineering was unable to create
demand forecasts for the BBM without timely information from the government. This led to last-minute
orders that could not be filled and inconsistent product promotion.
Based on recommendations from SWFF Voucher System vendors (Open Capital Advisors, I-DEV,
and Imagine H2O), Aybar Engineering looked for opportunities to diversify distribution channels.
The company approached 20 full-service farm centers and signed agreements with seven of them.
In support of Aybar Engineering as it expands its customer base, the TA Facility, through Voucher
System vendor Moonshot Global, delivered a partnership toolkit to educate and equip the company to
perform effective due diligence and conduct contract negotiations with potential distribution partners.
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Ignitia uses early success to enter new markets in West Africa.

Ignitia delivers highly localized, accurate weather forecasts via low-cost SMSs ($0.03/day),
helping small-scale farmers manage daily activities that depend on rainfall to increase
crop yields. In Year 1, Ignitia focused on serving 70,821 farmers in Ghana and expanding to
surrounding countries, ultimately serving 28,975 farmers in Mali, Nigeria, and Burkina Faso.
In Year 2, it has continued to expand reaching over 141,000 additional farmers in the region.
Ignitia delivers highly localized, accurate weather forecasts and a lightning-fast warning
system to alert farmers in case of sudden storms.
To ensure the poorest farmers can benefit from the SMS service, Ignitia partners with local NGOs
that provide SMS service for free. Farmers can use extra income from increased crop yields to
become paying customers the following year. SWFF TA Facility acceleration support encouraged
expansion of Ignitia’s customer base (e.g., institutional clients, multinational corporations, and
organizations supplied by or employing large networks of farmers). Acceleration support also
included market-ready messaging tailored to the contexts of high-potential customer prospects in
Ghana, Mali, Nigeria, and Senegal.
In a study of 197 poor farmers, Ignitia observed crop yield gains of 47 to 97 percent compared to
benchmark yields. Another 57-farmer study by Rebeka Ramangamihanta, a University of California,
Berkeley, Master’s candidate, showed that farmers had an overwhelmingly positive experience with
Iska SMS messages — 95 percent of respondents said the messages helped them with decisionmaking in fertilizer use, spraying, and weeding practices. Some farmers saw an increase in their water
availability and a decrease in time spent farming, with 92 percent of respondents reporting that they
changed their harvesting practices based on the messages. Finally, 98 percent of respondents said
they will continue using the messages.
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Meat Naturally incorporates and grows into new markets.

Meat Naturally (MNP) trains cattle herders (Ecorangers) to use communal herding
techniques, and employs conservation clearing teams to minimize negative impacts of alien
plant invasions in South African grasslands. MNP has achieved positive ecological impacts
and, through innovative mobile auctions, has increased market access for 556 poor livestock
owners. The Meat Naturally/Ecoranger initiative is operational on over 350,000 hectares of
land with significant interest by local farmers on neighboring lands. The company’s services
have generated increases in farmer income totaling more than $245,000.
Small-scale livestock owners typically have been excluded from commercial sales due to their lack of
registration and certification with local authorities. MNP services empower first-time sellers to enter
the market and increase availability of grassfed beef.
This year, income gains by farmers have accelerated with the most recent group of 361 farmers
having an average income improvement of $1,000 USD. In the words of an elder who was previously
supported by his children, his “dignity was restored” by being able to support them in return with the
opportunity MNP created.
Meat Naturally recently separated from Conservation South Africa and faced the challenges of
becoming a stand-alone, commercial entity. The SWFF TA Facility helped the company define internal
processes and standard operating procedures (e.g., accounting, financial, and customer relationship
management activities) to facilitate growth and expansion.
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Reel Gardening’s Buy One, Give One model expands its positive impact.

Reel Gardening offers a pre-packaged paper strip with seeds and fertilizer that can be easily
planted at the correct depth. The strip helps growers cultivate vegetable or herb gardens in
nearly any region. Reel Gardening sells seed tape and trains “garden champions” at South Africa
schools, helping them harvest seed to replant gardens. It actively recruits actively recruit both
male and female garden champions from community worker programs, school facilities, local
NGOs, and faith-based communities, but have observed higher rates of adoption by women. With
school gardens and commercial sales, the organization reached more than 540,000 users, saved
37 million liters of water, and produced over 1,300 tons of produce on 51 hectares of land.
Over three years, Reel Gardening tested at scale, then adapted its business model toward becoming
a sustainable, self-funded social enterprise. Its focus in Year 2 was to increase sales, then increase resales. With help from TA Facility Support Vendor Sattva, Reel Gardening developed a “Buy One, Give
One” (BOGO) model and worked it into costing models and sales for the second half of 2017. Through
this model, Reel Gardening donated gardens to 33 schools and 1,200 households. Claire Reid, Reel
Gardening founder, said, “We believe the BOGO playbook will help us improve internal operations;
provide guidance on implementing, monitoring, and adapting a new financial and marketing strategy;
and ultimately increase revenue and social impact.”
Reel Gardening expanded beyond South Africa in collaboration with Girl Scouts of the USA. The
organizations created the GSUSA Windowsill Garden in a Box program. For every Garden in a Box
sold through Girl Scouts of the USA, Reel Gardening donates seed tape to the Scouts of South Africa.
Reel Gardening backers also target markets in the United Kingdom, Dubai, and Japan.
Sattva worked with the Reel Gardening team to create repeatable methods of gathering product
feedback from customers. Reel Gardening will continue to build a data set of customer feedback to
inform product packaging, messaging, and retail partnering decisions.
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MyRain builds operational efficiencies and transparency into the sales process.

MyRain’s Rainmaker (patent-pending) system is a point-of-sale and design application that
makes it easy for retailers to customize drip irrigation systems for small-plot farmers simply
by entering a few parameters. Over three years with SWFF, MyRain sold drip irrigation
equipment and related products to 789 farmers (3,945 users), who saved over 1.1 billion
liters of water on 449 hectares of land in India. Empowered by the MyRain Rainmaker app,
the distribution network expanded to include more than 550 small retailers.
This third year of SWFF implementation has been exceedingly frustrating for MyRain. Results have been
greatly impacted by major economic policy shifts, including demonetization in November 2016 and a
subsequent shift in state-level politics. These developments were incredibly hard on the smallholder
farmer and small retailer. Farmers let crops die in the field in November and December, because no
one had cash to purchase produce. India’s Goods and Services Tax (GST) made irrigation equipment 18
percent more expensive.
MyRain needed to create operational efficiencies. By pulling together and better leveraging customer
and accounts data, it eliminated redundancies caused by storing information in siloed systems and
entering it twice in CRM and accounting systems. Sattva, a voucher system vendor, examined core
sales, customer and accounting business processes, optimal flow of data across processes, and support
systems. With Sattva’s assistance, MyRain integrated systems to meet business needs and created
management reports and dashboards with a holistic view of each customer journey, including key
metrics. As a result, MyRain gained a clearer view into customer interactions and reduced costs.
Despite market challenges, both smallholder farmers and MyRain were resilient. Sales will be up slightly
in 2017 due to plumbing and construction categories, as well as expansion into nine districts in Tamil
Nadu. MyRain anticipates the roots it has put down to weather the 2017 storm will yield fruit in 2018.
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ONGOING CHALLENGES
AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
In Year 4, the TA Facility will apply insights gained from its analysis of to-date acceleration support
delivery to increase short-term and long-term success rates for future support engagements and
provide acceleration support faster.
Improving short-term and long-term success rates. Through our analysis, SWFF now knows the
TA Facility has a strong provider network for delivering high levels of service in these categories:
Organizational Capacity Building; Business Model and Strategy Development; Gender; and Sales,
Marketing, Communication, and Branding. In the coming year, during our annual acceleration support
planning conversations with each innovator, the SWFF Technical Assistance Facilitator can now be
up-front about the strengths and weaknesses within our provider network. With this knowledge, each
innovator can make more informed decisions regarding the focus of the support. Policy and advocacy,
for example, may be an urgent need for the innovator. However, since the TA Facility support network
is not strong in this area, the innovator may be better served by finding that support elsewhere. The
TA Facility may be better positioned to add value in other areas.
SWFF also knows which providers have delivered a significant body of work with our innovators and
have the strongest reputations as valuable and effective advisers. In the coming voucher vendor
contract year, the TA Facility will discontinue the Blanket Purchase Agreements for vendors that have
delivered less-than-satisfactory outputs and are not at least moderately recommended by a variety
of innovators with which they have worked.
Providing acceleration support faster. The acceleration support process was created to ensure the right
support is delivered to the innovator by the most qualified vendor. In response to innovator feedback, and
in the interest of ensuring better service engagement outcomes, the SWFF TA Facility began allowing
innovators to participate in selecting service providers. However, the process can be time-consuming. It
takes time to schedule vendor conversations and complete back-and-forth revisions to the scope of work
and the work plan. This extra work, as valuable as it is, can lead to delays in receiving the actual support.
In the second half of 2017, the TA Facility explored methods to reduce the time it takes to get to actual
support delivery. SWFF is working to better align support with the critical time frame of the innovator
— some support engagements are directly tied to the achievement of annual milestone targets or
other dependencies. Potential solutions include establishing a dedicated window of time within which
the Acceleration Facilitator will commit up to 100 percent of his time to writing the scopes of work.
In addition, the TA Facility now has a catalog of both scopes of work and work plans within common
support service categories. In some cases, a new scope of work can be based on a previous version,
but tailored to the context and specifications of the newly identified business need. This should result
in faster turnaround time for developing the scopes of work published for vendor response.
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INNOVATOR CAPACITY
BUILDING AIDS COMPLIANCE
AND ENHANCES OPERATIONS
The Securing Water for Food Program provides capacity building and support through the grants
and contracts portfolio to Rd. 1, Rd. 3, and Rd. 4 SWFF innovators. This helps them comply with USAID
rules and regulations (USAID operational policies and procedures), and enhances innovators’ capacity
to organize and manage finances and operations, which facilitates upscaling and leads to sustainable
growth. The level of SWFF support in this area has grown over time as the quality of innovators
sourced by the program has changed.
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STATUS OF RD. 4 INNOVATORS’
FINANCIAL READINESS AND
COMPLIANCE
In late 2016, the SWFF TA Facility Grants and Contracts Specialist streamlined the pre-award survey
(PAS) and created an easy-to-use online tool. As a result of these improvements, the process became
more robust, which led to improved timely completion and submission of the PAS form by applicants.
(Please see SWFF annual reports from 2015 and 2016, and the 2017 semi-annual report, for further
details about PAS.)
In May 2017, 10 organizations became SWFF award nominees and went through pre-award
activities that concluded by the end of April. Six of the 10 Rd. 4 nominee organizations met all PAS
requirements during the pre-award stage or this reporting period. The remaining four met most of
the requirements. SWFF informed nominees of the areas needing improvement and included the
requirements in the award documents.
In the second half of 2017 and first half of 2018, the SWFF Grants and Contracts Specialist will
focus on providing support to the five organizations with identified areas of improvement. He will
help establish necessary policies and standard operating procedures, as well as assist in deploying
automated accounting and financial reporting systems. SWFF will conduct field visits during 2018 to
support capacity building and compliance with SWFF award requirements.
The table below reflects PAS assessment results for SWFF Rd. 4 innovators and indicates the level of
efficiency and robustness of each innovator’s financial systems.

TABLE 1: PRE-AWARD SURVEY STATUS, RD. 4 INNOVATORS, YEAR 1
MET DURING PRE-AWARD STAGE

MET DURING FIRST YEAR

OUTSTANDING

Lal Teer Seed Limited

IVL Swedish Environmental
Research Institute

Central University of Technology,
Free State (CUT)

MimosaTEK

Hydroponics Africa

Project Alba

Naireeta Services Private Limited

SkyFox

University of Malawi

WASTE Stichting
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The chart below illustrates the status of Rd.1, Rd. 3, and Rd. 4 SWFF innovators’ readiness and

ORGANIZATIONAL
financial systems INNOVATORS’
strength upon their entry
into the program.

READINESS
FOR MANAGING A SWFF AWARD

Innovators' financial systems strength by round from time of entrance
into SWFF program though improvement at time of 2017 annual reporting

INNOVATORS’ ORGANIZATIONAL READINESS FOR MANAGING A SWFF AWARD
Percentage of innovators by round that met SWFF award requirements prior to joining the program

Round 1
Round 3
Round 4
17%

31%

40%

60%
83%
69%

Exempt

Met all requirements during
pre-award or first year in
the program

Outstanding
requirements

The chart illustrates the percentages of innovators by round that were exempt from any requirements
or met requirements during the pre-award stage or during the first year in the SWFF program. There
seems to be a correlation between organization type and strength of systems. The rounds with more
for-profit organizations present a higher percentage of readiness. Note that the 40 percent portion of
Rd. 4 innovators highlighted in gray represents innovators that entered the SWFF program this year;
they have until mid-2018 to address gaps identified during pre-award activities.
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SWFF INNOVATORS’
ORGANIZATIONAL SUSTAINABILITY
SWFF Rd. 1, Rd. 3, and Rd. 4 cohorts are highly diverse, in part because innovators are from various
geographical areas around the globe. However, most of the organizations are local and operating in
water-stressed areas. Some organizations are for-profit, while others, such as community centers,
public universities, and foundations, are nonprofit, as shown in the diagram and table below.

SWFF INNOVATORS - ORGANIZATION TYPE BY ROUND
SWFF
INNOVATORS
– ORGANIZATION
TYPE
BY ROUND
Number
of innovators
by organization
type, then
segregated
by rounds
Number of innovators by organization type, then segregated by rounds

10

All
Innovators
22

5
1
1

3
2

Round

10

1

1

6

Round

5

3

Round

7

2

4

1
University

Nonprofit

Profit

Research Center

SWFF Innovator Financial Strengths
The SWFF TA Facility monitors the strength of innovators’ financial systems from the time they join the
program through the end of their tenure to help them assess their capabilities and then improve. The
chart on the following page presents innovators’ financial systems strength when entering the SWFF
program, as well as the status of improvement (movement from one stage to another) through the
beginning of the 2017 annual reporting period.
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Financial systems strength of the innovators is evaluated using the following criteria: Acceptable:
basic accounting and financial reporting functions are in place; Operational: standard accounting
procedures, periodic financial reporting, basic budgeting function, and an annual audit are in place;
and Advanced: standard accounting procedures, periodic financial reporting, basic budgeting
functions, an annual audit, and a standard practice of three-year to five-year financial forecasting
and analysis are in place.

STRENGTH AND ADVANCEMENT OF INNOVATORS’ FINANCIAL SYSTEMS

STRENGTHInnovators'
AND ADVANCEMENT
OF INNOVATORS’
FINANCIAL
SYSTEMS
financial systems strength
by round from time
of entrance into
Innovator financial
systems
strength
when
entering SWFF
program
thereporting
status of improvement
SWFF
program
though
improvement
at time
of 2017 and
annual
(movement from one stage to another) through the 2017 annual reporting period, segregated by rounds
ACCEPTED

OPERATIONAL

ADVANCED

Lal Teer Seed
IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute

ROUND 4

Central University Technology, Free State
WASTE Stichting
Naireeta Services
Hydroponics Africa
Project Alba
SkyFox
University of Malawi
MimosaTEK

ROUND 3

Meat Naturally
Water Governance Institute
SI Technologies
Green Heat Uganda
Ignitia
ICU-Peru
World Hope International
ICBA
MetaMeta (Salt-Tolerant Potato)

ROUND 1

Aybar Engineering
aQysta Holding
Practical Action Bangladesh
MyRain
Adaptive Symbiotic Technologies
FutureWater
Reel Gardening

ALUMNI RD. 3

CSDES
Centre for Environmental Concerns
ICU-Tunisia
ICU-Jordan
MetaMeta WaterPads
Islamic Relief Kenya

ALUMNI RD. 1

TAHMO
Driptech
Wageningen University & Research Centre
Puralytics
Deutsche Welthungerhilfe
Arcadis
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A majority of current SWFF innovators moved from Acceptable to Operational status by improving
their financial systems and deploying standard accounting operating procedures with periodic
financial reporting. A good number of innovators continued to advance their systems, deploying
three-year to five-year financial forecasts and regular financial analysis procedures, as well as
contracting CPA firms for annual audits to ensure compliance and sound financial statements. As
seen in the charts below, innovators showing signs of financial systems strengthening, especially those
that have moved from Acceptable to Operational or from Acceptable to Advanced, have shown the
steepest improvement in revenue, whereas those showing movement from Operational to Advanced
have shown slower growth.
The SWFF team directly supported this advancement for many
innovators 1
through
additional
ROUND
TARGETS

AND REVENUE STRE
business and financial technical assistance provided by the Grants & Contracts
Specialist and
FOR-PROFIT
VS. NONPROFIT

Innovators' revenues actuals at the end of the last three yea
by for-profit and nonprofit organizations, then segregated

specialized SWFF Voucher System Support Vendors.

SWFF Innovator Revenue Results
Innovators demonstrated a notable increase in revenue and, although many have had minor profit
drops in their last year in the SWFF program (for Rd. 3 innovators), they remain sustainable.

Rd.1 Revenues

Rd.1 For-Profit

ROUND 1 TARGETS AND REVENUE STREAMS — ALL INNOVATORS
$1,233,630

$709,020

UND 1 TARGETS AND REVENUE
STREAMS
$654,461
$455,723
FOR-PROFIT VS. NONPROFIT

$1,184,880

$671,270

$709,043
$445,328

tors' revenues actuals at the end of the last three years grouped
r-profit and nonprofit organizations, then
segregated by round
$304,310
FY1

FY2
Actual

Rd.1 For-Profit

$612,461

$669,777

$290,210

FY3

FY1

Target

FY2
Actual

Rd.1 Nonprofit

ROUND 1 TARGETS AND REVENUE STREAMS — FOR-PROFIT VS. NONPROFIT
$1,184,880

FY3
Target

FOR-PROFIT

$48,750
$42,000

$671,270
$445,328

$612,461

$39,266

$14,100
$10,395

$290,210

FY1

$37,750

$669,777

FY2
Actual

FY3
Target

FOR-PROFIT

FY1

FY2
Actual

FY3
Target

NONPROFIT
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TABLE 2: NUMBER OF ROUND 1 INNOVATORS, TARGETS, AND TARGETS MET
OVERALL RESULTS
For-Profit

Nonprofit

Overall

7

3

10

Met target

4

0

4

Did not meet target

3

2

Rd. 1 innovators

5

ROUND 3 TARGETS AND REVENUE
FOR-PROFIT VS. NONPRO

Innovators' revenues actuals at the end of the last th
Ten Rd. 1 innovators graduated from the SWFF program. Nine
of those 10and
innovators
hadorganizations,
a revenue
by for-profit
nonprofit
then segr
target, and four of the nine met their cumulative (three-year) revenue target.

Rd.3 Revenues

Rd.3 For-Profit

ROUND 3 TARGETS AND REVENUE STREAMS — ALL INNOVATORS
$1,212,750

$1,108,750

$744
$873,139

$279,287

$299,426
$281,208
ROUND 3 TARGETS AND REVENUE
STREAMS FOR-PROFIT VS. NONPROFIT

$209,208

Innovators' revenues actuals at the end of the last three years grouped
by for-profit and nonprofit organizations, thenFY1
segregated by rounds FY2
Actual

FY1

FY

Target

Actual

Rd.3 For-Profit

FOR-PROFIT

Rd.3 Nonprofit

ROUND 3 TARGETS AND REVENUE STREAMS — FOR-PROFIT VS. NONPROFIT

$1,212,750

$1,108,750

$128,983

$744,156
$873,139

$104,000

$72,000
$279,287
$209,208

FY2

$20,139

FY1

t

FY2
Actual

Target

FOR-PROFIT
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FY1

FY2
Actual

Target

Target

NONPROFIT
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TABLE 3: NUMBER OF ROUND 3 INNOVATORS AND REVENUE TARGETS
OVERALL RESULTS
For-Profit

Nonprofit

Overall

Met target

1

0

1

Did not meet target

3

1

4

Five of the six Rd. 3 innovators that made it to Year 2 have revenue targets. Only one of those
innovators have met their cumulative (two-year) revenue targets, with four other innovators missing
their targets.
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Vietnam’s Homegrown System
for Saving Water
Tri Nguyen, CEO of MimosaTEK, was born and raised in Dalat, a city in Vietnam’s Central
Highlands region, where the land is mountainous and fertile. He grew up surrounded by local
farms, where farmers planted a rich variety of products, from bell peppers and flowers to coffee
and bananas.
As a young man, Tri moved to Ho Chi Minh City
to work in information technology, but, when
the opportunity came, he decided to leave his
technology job, return to his roots and start a
strawberry farm with his friends in Dalat. He
turned to the local farmers to learn everything he
could about growing strawberries. But, he kept
hearing something in his talks with the farmers
that didn’t seem right: The farmers instructed
him to irrigate until water dripped out of the soil
when he picked it up in his hands. He did some
research that confirmed his instincts: The farmers
didn’t need to use that much water. When he
told his neighbors, they insisted on continuing
to overwater their crops. It was how they were
taught and how they had farmed all their lives.
“I realized then that the farmers based their
decisions on experiences instead of scientific
data,” said Tri.
To combat overirrigation, Tri cofounded
MimosaTEK — named after the famous mimosa
flower found in Dalat. The company created an
Internet-connected system for precision irrigation
that smallholder farmers can easily use to
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manage irrigation levels, which saves both crops
and water.
MimosaTEK’s system works by placing sensors
in farmers’ greenhouses or fields that measure
environmental factors such as soil moisture,
precipitation, air temperature, and wind speed.
Farmers can read these recommendations
through an app on their smartphones and plan
their water use accordingly. They also can activate
irrigation systems remotely through the app,
saving time and giving them freedom to focus on
finding buyers for their crops or spending more
time with their families.
With SWFF support, MimosaTEK installed 27
systems in Vietnam, saving more than 3 million
liters of water and producing more than 40 tons
of peppers, cucumbers, and tomatoes. Farmers
using the system grow healthier, more robust
crops with less water. Conserving water increases
their income, which they can then invest back into
their farms. “We aspire to implement technology
into every farm,” Tri said. “We want to help farmers
operate sustainably and have better lives.”
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INNOVATION INVESTMENT
ADVISORY COMMITTEE (IIAC) AND
2017 IN-PERSON MEETING

The Innovation Investment Advisory Committee (IIAC) was created by the program to select innovators,
as well as the innovator technical and financial milestones for both initial and future funding tranches.
The IIAC is a unique advisory board in international development, because it relies on outside world-class
technical experts, business specialists, sustainable development experts, and researchers with extensive
experience in water and agriculture innovation to help donors make better real-world decisions. More
than a few of the IIAC members noted the value of these opportunities. One IIAC member said, “This is
the only time I’ve ever had so many experts in the room at one time talking about so many aspects of
innovations in development contexts. I’ve learned so much coming to these meetings.
In 2017, SWFF added new members to the IIAC from developing and emerging economies, including
South Africa and Mali. These committee members participated in application review and made award
recommendations for Rd. 4 innovators. The IIAC, joined by the SWFF Founding Partners, had an inperson convening in early March 2017 to determine Rd. 4 winners.
Award recommendations take into account such factors as underlying science and engineering
aspects of innovations and business viability of the solutions, including their potential for broad
application. IIAC members also reviewed applications with regard to broader gender, economic,
social, and environmental consequences that potentially could stem from each innovation.
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2017 SECOND ASIA REGIONAL
AGRICULTURE INNOVATION SUMMIT
The Second Asia Regional Agriculture Innovation Summit (September 12-14, 2017) was held in
Bangkok, Thailand. Attendees examined factors influencing agricultural innovation, including market
access, investment, and regulatory constraints and opportunities. At the summit, innovators in the
region (Project Alba, Practical Action Bangladesh, MimosaTEK, and Lal Teer Seed Limited) were able
to connect with a diverse regional community of people promoting cutting-edge farming practices
and technology that benefit smallholder farmers and ultimately increase food security. Guillaume
Virag from Project Alba was selected to pitch the company’s innovation in a presentation titled
“Innovating Contract Farming in Developing Countries.”
The pitch competition and panel discussion provided many important insights about new ways
companies and innovative ideas are moving forward. The event featured interesting presentations on
new agricultural technologies, including information and communication technology (ICT) projects in
Nepal, Bangladesh, Cambodia, Myanmar, and other countries.
During the summit, SWFF innovators met and discussed potential areas of collaboration. Lal Teer
Seed Limited connected with Project Alba and is already planning to send seeds to Cambodia for trial
runs. Lal Teer Seed Limited also discussed possibilities for future collaboration with Practical Action
Bangladesh and MimosaTEK. Overall, innovators reported that the summit was a good learning
experience for them, and they were able to bring new ideas home.
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GLOBAL INNOVATION WEEK
AND THE 13TH ANNUAL GRAND
CHALLENGES MEETING
Global Innovation Week, held in Washington, D.C., September 28 to October 4, 2017, was a week of
events dedicated to celebrating the exciting ways innovation is being integrated into international
development. The event promoted the most promising innovations positioned to scale, matched
investors with potential solutions, and identified areas for enhanced coordination and collaboration.
The event was hosted by USAID, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Grand Challenges Canada,
Wellcome Trust, and additional partners. The meeting provided a forum where researchers could
share their work, learn about cutting-edge developments in the field, and build collaborations with
other investigators and organizations.
Claire Reid, Founder of Reel Gardening, was one of the keynote speakers. She presented her
innovation at the meeting and announced her collaboration with Girl Scouts of the USA. Other SWFF
innovators participating in the event included Vianney Tumwesige, Green Heat Uganda; Zachery Gray,
AST; Liisa Smits, Ignitia; Muthoni Masinde, CUT; and Lennart Budelmann, aQysta Holding.
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GLOBAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
CONGRESS (GEC) AND THE SWFF
SECOND “UNCONFERENCE”
SWFF partnered with the Future Agro Challenge to host the Global Agripreneurs Summit in
Johannesburg, South Africa, March 12-15, 2017. The summit offered a varied program to help
small agricultural entrepreneurs improve their businesses and connect with other entrepreneurs.
Opportunities included an innovation marketplace, one-on-one investor matchmaking sessions, a
coaching camp, and an awards ceremony. SWFF innovators and other select agriculture innovators
showcased their innovations at the GEC Agripreneur Marketplace for an estimated 5,000 registered
GEC visitors from more than 173 countries.
In a survey completed by 71 percent of the attending innovators, 100 percent stated that their
main reasons for attending (networking and funding) were fulfilled. In the survey, 81 percent of the
innovators said they would attend a similar conference in the future.
At the summit’s Matchmaking Zone, select innovators met one-on-one with an average of four
investors for 15 minutes each. A total of 27 investors participated in the one-on-one investor
matchmaking sessions. Overall, 58 percent of all attending innovators met as many as five new
potential partners, and 42 percent said they met more than six investors (six percent met more than
10). Although it is still too early to determine the full impact of this opportunity, some innovators have
told us they have received investment interest as a result of their participation in the summit.
The GEC survey also helped uncover session challenges and capture suggestions for improvement
at future events. Preparation time for the investor one-on-one sessions was too short due to
unexpected, last-minute changes by both innovators and investors, as well as visa delays and travel
cancellations of Rd. 4 innovators. A large number of attending investors were from Southern Africa, so
the matchmaking process was challenging, because innovators were from many different geographic
areas from around the world. Some investors were interested in investing in Africa only. SWFF
believes many international investors were reluctant to travel long distances to the summit.
After the Global Entrepreneurship Congress, SWFF innovators participated in the second annual
innovator-led “Unconference.” During eight formal discussions, innovators shared lessons learned
through both successes and failures. They advised fellow innovators on various entrepreneurial
processes and strengthened bonds of friendship among themselves. Sessions were: “Past
Experiences: Five-Year Financial Forecasting,” “How to Convert Investor Connections to Actual
Investments: Lessons Learned,” and “Ways of Documenting Projects for Improved Communication to
Influence Others.”
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In informal conversations, SWFF innovators said they found the “Unconference” sessions to be
informative, interactive, and the “best value-added session from the convening...encouraging
interactions with other innovators.” More than 92 percent of innovators attending the “Unconference”
either “somewhat” or “to a great extent” learned something new from the sessions. Seventy percent
found a new idea they would like to try in their SWFF project.
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INNOVATOR PARTICIPATION AT
SIWI WORLD WATER WEEK 2017
World Water Week, organized by the Stockholm International Water Institute (SIWI), is an annual
international conference on the world’s water issues. At the conference, experts, decision makers,
innovators, and professionals from a range of sectors and countries network, exchange ideas, and
develop solutions to the world’s most pressing water-related challenges. The theme for this year’s
SIWI World Water Week was “Water and Waste: Reduce and Reuse.” Rd. 4 innovator WASTE
Stichting actively participated in one of the side events at SIWI World Water Week.
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THE ASSOCIATE
(INTERN) PROGRAM
Over the past 2½ years, the SWFF TA Facility secured volunteer student associates (typically for the
equivalent of one college semester) to support TA Facility portfolios and strategic initiatives, including
grants and financial management, acceleration, monitoring and evaluation (M&E), the Voucher
System, innovator-specific outputs, communication, strategic storytelling, branding, special projects,
and general support tasks for the TA Facility Chief of Party and the SWFF Team Lead.
In the past annual reporting period, SWFF hired 10 associates from The Washington Center. SWFF also
hired virtual student associates through partnerships with Georgetown University, George Washington
University, and the U.S. Department of State’s Virtual Student Foreign Service program. In the fall of
2017, a journalism and communication associate from the State Department joined the program.
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PROGRAM & INNOVATOR
COMMUNICATION
In February, the SWFF TA Facility hired Hattaway Communications, Inc., a strategic communication
firm in Washington, D.C., to engage innovator audiences with story-driven content, empower SWFF
innovators with tools and techniques to become effective messengers, and amplify the program
narrative and innovator stories through selected channels. The Hattaway team has produced seven
monthly SWFF newsletters and a presentation to help innovators tell their organization’s story during
pitch meetings.
In addition, Hattaway completed two-hour strategic storytelling training sessions with 14 SWFF
innovators that helped them think strategically about communication goals and priorities, as well
as communicate values and demonstrate impact through human interest and stakeholder stories.
As a result of the communication training sessions, Hattaway crafted 10 stories and narratives for
innovators, and is in the process of producing five more. Hattaway also helped innovators create an
online story bank where they can collect ideas for stories. Innovators were given access to Hattaway’s
communication toolkit, where they can review best practices for engaging with audiences.
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SWFF TA FACILITY WINS
FAST COMPANY 2017 WORLD
CHANGING IDEAS FINALIST AWARD
Fast Company magazine, the world’s leading business magazine focusing on innovation in technology,
leadership, and design, selected the Securing Water for Food Technical Assistance Facility as a finalist
in the 2017 World Changing Ideas Award, in the food category. The competition, which garnered more
than 1,200 entries from all over the world, honors businesses, policies, projects, and concepts that
offer innovative solutions to the issues facing humanity.
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SWFF FINAL EVALUATION
As a follow-up to last year’s project mid-term evaluation, Securing Water for Food is now preparing
to conduct the program’s final evaluation, which will last for 18 months and cover all SWFF innovators.
The first part of the evaluation will take place from February through September of 2018 and will
review Rd. 1 and Rd. 3 awards that have graduated from the SWFF program. The evaluation will then
pause and resume in January 2020, when Rd. 4 awards will be reaching completion. SWFF will make
the final report available to the public. The evaluation will examine:
•

The degree to which SWFF-supported projects increase water efficiency or make water more
accessible. Did each SWFF project meet its water efficiency and availability targets? Overall,
across all innovators, did the program meet its water efficiency and availability targets?

•

The degree to which SWFF-supported projects improve poverty outcomes or improve the
likelihood that women have access to SWFF innovations.

•

The degree to which SWFF-supported projects led to more agricultural productivity and resilience
to climatic variation. Did each SWFF project meet its agricultural productivity targets? Overall,
across all innovators, did the program meet its agricultural productivity targets?

•

The degree to which SWFF-supported projects are likely to be sustainable.

•

The extent to which the SWFF TA Facility provides SWFF innovators with technical assistance
that led to an immediate success. A support engagement is defined as an immediate success if
deliverables formally agreed to by the innovator in the work plan were delivered as the innovator
expected.

•

The extent to which TA Facility technical assistance led to long-term success. Technical assistance
is considered to have led to a long-term success if innovators adopt the product or service advice
delivered and put it into practice and if the assistance results in recognized value, such as a shift in
strategy, an effective partnership, additional funding, new financial forecasting capabilities, or an
improved manufacturing approach or product design.

•

The extent to which the SWFF TA Facility provides SWFF innovators technical assistance that
innovators deem useful.

•

Whether SWFF enables new ideas or combinations of expertise to be deployed that otherwise
would have been unlikely to be deployed or used by individual innovators.
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SIWI WORLD WATER WEEK
In 2018, as SWFF celebrates its fifth anniversary, it will host the annual convening of innovators at
World Water Week in Stockholm, August 26-31. (See earlier article in this report for more information
about SIWI World Water Week.) All current innovators and graduates, as well as select alumni, will
be invited to attend the conference and participate in SIWI World Water Week sessions, in addition
to the SWFF convening events. The SWFF-sponsored events will include a lessons-learned session,
where various topics will be covered, including gender. In addition, there will be a pitch competition, an
innovator-led “Unconference,” and an investor matchmaking session.
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Recipe for Success:
Using Natural Waste in Ugandan Kitchens
Mama Justice doesn’t let age slow her down. At age 70, she runs a small pig farm in Buwambo, Wakiso
District, in Uganda. She has always taken pride in her kitchen, but smoky cooking fires made it difficult
for her and her grandchildren to breathe.
A friend suggested Green Heat Uganda, a social enterprise

Mama Justice had never used waste from her pigs as fuel,

based in Kampala, could help. Green Heat recommended

and she doubted it would be reliable. She also worried it

fuel produced by Slurry Separation Technology (SST)

would change the taste of her food. However, she did invest

instead of firewood that had become difficult to fetch. SST

in more pigs to provide enough manure for the system. It took

biodigester systems use biodegradable waste, such as

three months and 2,000 liters of waste to fill the fuel tanks

plant leaves and livestock manure, to create clean-burning

and begin running at full capacity.

fuel. Microorganisms and bacteria break down the waste in
a dark, oxygen-starved environment until it ferments and
produces gas.

users. And 100 percent of them noted an average 60
percent increase in crop yields, with some variance among

SWFF Voucher System vendor Imagine H2O worked with

crops, when using the system’s water and slurry. Crops most

Green Heat Uganda to validate a customer segmentation and

commonly used with SST systems included maize, bananas,

value proposition and implement new sales and marketing

beans, sweet potato, cassava, and Irish potatoes.

approaches. Dr. Vianney Tumwesige, managing director of
Green Heat Uganda, and his team, used the new approaches
to explain the benefits of the system to Mama Justice. The
innovative system also produces pathogen-free liquid she
can recycle back into the biodigester to conserve water
and eliminate exhausting trips to the well. Dr. Tumwesige
explained, “Recycling water is better for the environment and
results in less work for the farmer.”
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This story is common among Green Heat Uganda’s SST

Farmers who use the SST system grow, on average, four
different crops, with some farmers growing as many as 15.
Imagine H2O also worked with Green Heat Uganda to build
an investor pitch deck, which resulted in additional funding
of EUR 51,000 after initial conversations at the 2016 Social
Capital Markets Conference (SOCAP) that Green Heat
Uganda attended through SWFF.
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SWFF INNOVATOR SUMMARIES, 2017
INNOVATOR

INNOVATION

PRODUCT SUMMARY

Adaptive Symbiotic
Technologies (For-Profit)

BioEnsure®
Microbial Inoculant

Fungus found in Yellowstone National Park reduces water
consumption, increases drought tolerance, and enhances crop yields
with no negative impact when applied to seeds

aQysta Holding (For-Profit)

Barsha Pump

Low-cost, hydropowered irrigation pump requires no fuel or
electricity, has no operating expenses, and does not emit polluting
greenhouse gases

Aybar Engineering
(For-Profit)

Broad Bed and
Furrow Maker
(BBM)

Cultivation equipment reduces planting time and drains excess water
away from crops – made of lightweight materials appropriate for
Ethiopian farmers

FutureWater
(For-Profit)

ThirdEye Flying
Sensor

Drones carrying sensing equipment provide smallholder farmers with
insights critical to improving their application of limited resources,
such as water, seed, and fertilizer

International Center for
Biosaline Agriculture (ICBA)
(Nonprofit)

Salt-Tolerant and
Resilient Crops

Non-GMO, salt-tolerant quinoa enables significant food production in
saline soils, without the need for freshwater

MetaMeta/SaltFarm Texel/
Jaffer Brothers
(For-Profit)

Salt-Tolerant
Potato

Non-GMO, salt-tolerant potato requires very little freshwater for
cultivation – scaling up access to this potato will contribute to better
use of lands and waters with high salinity and will reduce pressure on
freshwater resources

My Rain
(For-Profit)

Rainmaker Custom
Drip Irrigation
System

Customized irrigation system design tool helps small agro-retailers
across India avoid the complexity of drip irrigation design and
installation – enhances water efficiency by as much as 50 percent

Practical Action Bangladesh
(Nonprofit)

Sandbar Cropping
Technique

This low-cost cropping technique transforms previously unused sandy
islands appearing after each rainy season into productive large-scale
pumpkin farms

Reel Gardening
(For-Profit)

Biodegradable
Seed Tape

Simple, quick, and effective biodegradable paper tape encases
organic fertilizer and seeds at the correct depth and distance apart,
resulting in potential saving of 80 percent in water consumption

World Hope International
(Nonprofit)

Affordable
Greenhouses

Affordable greenhouses enable a year-round growing season,
address food insecurity, conserve water, and promote the equal
participation of women in the economy

Green Heat Uganda
(For-Profit)

Slurry Separation
System (SST)

Slurry separation system vastly reduces the water demands of
anaerobic digesters, creates an easy-to-handle solid fertilizer,
increases gas production, and improves the removal of contaminants
in the bio slurry

Ignitia
(For-Profit)

Mobile Weather
Forecasts

Highly accurate weather forecasts help farmers sow, fertilize, and
harvest at the optimum time, manage their daily activities, improve
crop yields, and optimize food production

SWFF INNOTATORS - ROUND 1

SWFF INNOVATORS - ROUND 3
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INNOVATOR

INNOVATION

PRODUCT SUMMARY

Instituto per la Cooperazione
Universitaria (ICU) – Peru
(Nonprofit)

Irrigation
Scheduling
System

Irrigation scheduling system provides farmers with direct indications
of when and how much to irrigate – through a climate station,
the system measures air temperature, humidity, wind speed and
direction, intensity of solar radiation, and rains

Meat Naturally
(For-Profit)

Communal Grazing
Systems and
Ecorangers

Services combining ecological science, a government job creation
program, and market interest in sustainable meat help implement
communal grazing systems that result in improved water and food
availability

SI Technologies International
(For-Profit)

NewSil Growth
Enhancer

Silicic acid applicator – applies acid to food crops in an affordable
and environmentally friendly way that substantially reduces crop loss
in times of water stress and drought

Water Governance Institute
(Nonprofit)

Aquaponics
Farming System

The all-in-one Aquaponics system uses little water and allows
for crop production and fish rearing at home — closes the loop
between fish and horticultural crop farming to provide much needed
nutritional supplements and alternative incomes to farmers

SWFF INNOVATORS - ROUND 2 (DESAL PRIZE)
MIT/Tata Center for
Technology and Design
(For-Profit)

Electrodialysis
Reversal
(EDR) System

Desalination process separates salts from water by applying electric
potential to electrodes and pulling dissolved salt ions through ion
exchange membranes

Central University of
Technology, Free State
(University)

Drought Prediction
Tool

Early warning system integrates indigenous and scientific drought
forecasting using a mobile application, web portal, and SMS service
to pool weather information through a network of sensors that
monitor weather conditions for small-scale farmers

Hydroponics Africa
(For-Profit)

Hydroponics
Services

Simplified, all-inclusive hydroponics services leverage use of local
materials to grow healthy plants and help smallholder farmers
produce maximum yields in small areas without using soil, while using
80 percent less water

IVL Swedish Environmental
Research Institute
(Research Organization)

SPONGE Irrigation
Technology

Innovative techno-biological irrigation system greatly improves water
use and supply in Bhutan, Bangladesh, Belize, India, and Nepal – uses
water from fog and dew to increase water reliability in a region that
has abundant, but highly intermittent water availability

Lal Teer Seed Limited
(For-Profit)

Saline-Tolerant
Seeds and
Vegetable
Cultivation
Methods

Locally developed saline-tolerant vegetable seeds, combined with
easily adoptable cultivation methods in high-saline areas of Southern
Bangladesh — innovation package includes microfinance assistance,
information and communication technology (ICT) support, and
extension advisory services

MimosaTEK
(For-Profit)

Internet of Things
Platform for
Precise Irrigation

Internet of Things (IoT) platform for precision agriculture in Vietnam
– monitors and analyzes farm data using sensors (to measure soil
moisture, rain, wind, light), and then recommends a precise irrigation
schedule in real-time

SWFF INNOVATORS - ROUND 4
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SWFF INNOVATOR SUMMARIES, 2017 (CONT.)
INNOVATOR

INNOVATION

PRODUCT SUMMARY

Naireeta Services
Private Limited
(For-Profit)

Bhungroo Pipes

Handmade pipes 10 to 15 centimeters in diameter are used to filter,
inject, and store rainwater underground for use in lean periods to
provide food security – also can supplement household water needs

Project Alba
(For-Profit)

Business Model
for Disseminating
Water
Management
Technologies

Business model addresses barriers related to both technologies and
practices for efficient water use and increased crop yields – allows
for rapid dissemination of water management technologies to
smallholder farmers in Cambodia

SkyFox
(For-Profit)

Integrated
Aquaculture and
Crop Production
Ponds and
Services

Top-of-the-hill aquaculture ponds capable of producing two tons
of catfish twice a year, as well as enough nutrient-rich water to
irrigate 25 acres of land at the base of the hill – services include
leasing ponds and irrigation land and providing extension services to
resource-poor farmers

University of Malawi
(University)

Flask-Wall
MushroomGrowing House

Innovative, water-efficient flask-wall mushroom-growing house is
designed for smallholder farmers in Malawi

WASTE Stichting
(Nonprofit)

Black and Grey
Water Recycling
System

Circular recycling system for black and grey wastewater aids in exotic
vegetable cultivation in Nilgiris District, Tamil Nadu, India

Arcadis
(For-Profit)

Freshwater
Management
System

Sustainable, innovative freshwater management system prevents
groundwater salinization in coastal areas

Center for Sustainable
Dryland Ecosystem and
Societies (CSDES) – University
of Nairobi
(For-Profit)

M-Fodder Mobile
Ordering System

Mobile phone SMS system enables smallholder livestock farmers
to send an SMS and receive high-quality hydroponically produced
fodder for livestock

Centre for Environment
Concerns
(Nonprofit)

SWAR Subsurface
Drip Irrigation
System

Subsurface drip irrigation system spreads moisture at plant root
zone, improving cultivation of vegetables, flowers, and fruit/forestry
trees and using only one-fifth the water of other drip irrigation
systems

Deutsche Welthungerhilfe
(Nonprofit)

Greenhouse
Technology

Innovative combination of low-cost rainwater harvesting and
greenhouse technology allows farmers to produce vegetables
during colder months when no water for agricultural production
typically is available

Driptech
(For-Profit)

Affordable Drip
Irrigation

High-quality, low-cost drip irrigation system uses an innovative laser
punching technology to ensure uniform water application at the
root zone of all crops in a field – provides the same benefits as drip
irrigation used by large-scale farmers at a 70 percent lower cost

SWFF ALUMNI
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INNOVATOR

INNOVATION

PRODUCT SUMMARY

Instituto per la Cooperazione
Universitaria (ICU) - Tunisia
(Nonprofit)

The Buried
Diffuser Irrigation
Technique

Patented underground irrigation technique for field and greenhouse
trees, shrubs, and vegetables enhances efficiency of water resources,
increases crop productivity, and makes rainfed agriculture sustainable

Instituto per la Cooperazione
Universitaria (ICU) - Jordan
(Nonprofit)

Groasis Waterboxx
Planting
Technology

Integrated planting technology allows farmers to plant fruit, fodder,
trees, and shrubs in degraded farmland and rangelands in Jordan

Islamic Relief Kenya
(Nonprofit)

SunCulture
AgroSolar
Irrigation Kit (ASIK)

Off-the-shelf, no-frills, cost-effective solar-powered drip irrigation
technology

MetaMeta
(Nonprofit)

Waterpads®
Water Buffering
Technology

Sandwich of paper and jute with a 0.5 mm inner layer of large
granular polymers in dry form – granuals retain water at binding
tension, absorbing 100 times their own weight in water (seven grams
of granuals absorb one liter of water)

Puralytics
(For-Profit)

LilyPad Water
Treatment System

Reusable, chemical-free, solar-activated water treatment product
floats on a body of water, where it kills viruses, bacteria, and protozoa
in water used for agriculture

Trans African HydroMeteorological Observatory
(Nonprofit)

Weather Sensing
Stations and
Mobile App

Weather stations measure meteorological and water resource
variables (rainfall, radiation, temperature, humidity, wind speed/
direction, soil moisture, etc.) and send the data via GSM networks to a
data server – provides accurate, localized, timely weather information
to farmers via mobile devices

University of Texas at El Paso
(University)

Zero Discharge
Desalination (ZDD)
Technology

Hybrid process uses reverse osmosis (or nanofiltration) as the
primary desalter and electrodialysis metathesis (EDM) to recover
additional water from desalination brine

Wageningen University &
Research Center
(Research Organization)

Salt-Tolerant
Quinoa

Non-GMO, salt-tolerant quinoa enables significant food production in
saline soils, without the need for freshwater
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ANNEX B:
INNOVATOR SUPPORT ENGAGEMENTS
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The table below is a summary of Year 3 support engagements assigned to the TA Facility’s lines of
support, which include USAID staff, Voucher System Vendors, TA Facility staff, and other vendors.

SUPPORT
PROVIDER

100

SUPPORT CATEGORY

INNOVATORS SUPPORTED
OR PROJECTS COMPLETED

BIOSFERA
DESARROLLOS

Market Research and Market Analysis

ICU-Peru

DOUBLE-0
MARKETING

Sales, Marketing, Communication, Branding

Green Heat Uganda

ELLAE CREATIVE

Sales, Marketing, Communication, Branding

Ignitia

HATTAWAY
COMMUNICATIONS

Sales, Marketing, Communication, Branding

Water Governance Institute
Central University of Technology, Free State
Green Heat Uganda
Lal Teer Seed
MetaMeta (Salt-Tolerant Potato)
MimosaTEK
Naireeta Services Private Limited
Practical Action Bangladesh
Project Alba
Reel Gardening
SI Technologies International
SkyFox
University of Malawi
WASTE Stichting

IMAGINE H2O

Business Model and Strategy Development

Central University of Technology, Free State

INTELLECAP

Business Model and Strategy Development

Meat Naturally

MOONSHOT GLOBAL

Partner Identification and Introduction

Aybar Engineering

MRIGLOBAL

Business Model and Strategy Development

Water Governance Institute
University of Malawi

Product Development, Refinement, and
Diversification

Adaptive Symbiotic Technologies
SI Technologies

OPEN CAPITAL
ADVISORS

Business Model and Strategy Development

SkyFox

SATTVA

Business Model and Strategy Development

Practical Action Bangladesh
Reel Gardening

Gender Advisory

Adaptive Symbiotic Technologies
ICBA
Project: GEC innovator consultations
Project: Missing markets report

Organizational Capacity Building

MyRain
World Hope International

Sales, Marketing, Communication, Branding

aQysta Holding
Ignitia

Organizational Capacity Building

Project Alba
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SUPPORT
PROVIDER

SUPPORT CATEGORY

INNOVATORS SUPPORTED
OR PROJECTS COMPLETED

WHITTEN & ROY
PARTNERS

Organizational Capacity Building

FutureWater

VOUCHER VENDORS

Business Model and Strategy Development

IVL Swedish Environmental Research
Institute
Hydroponics Africa
WASTE Stichting

Partner Identification and Introduction

Naireeta Services Private Limited

Sales, Marketing, Communication, Branding

Lal Teer Seed Limited
MimosaTEK

FOUNDING PARTNER

Policy and Advocacy

ICU-Jordan

TA FACILITY

Partner Identification and Introduction

Green Heat Uganda

USAID

Business Mentorship

Reel Gardening
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Securing Water for Food has sourced and invested in a portfolio of innovative
solutions that aim to help farmers use water more efficiently and effectively,
improve water storage for lean times, and remove salt from water to make more
food. Our cohort of innovators are helping people in 30 low-resource countries
with tools they need to produce more food with less water.
To learn more about Securing Water for Food,
visit www.securingwaterforfood.org.

